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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

The strategies of how to best teach language have fluctuated over the years as
theories behind language acquisition have changed (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). In the
past, it was common to focus almost exclusively on grammatical competence, with little
classroom time spent on communicative competence, instead teaching students to
memorize and mimic language (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). The shift toward usagebased language learning and an emphasis on learning by talking led to a backlash against
explicit focus on grammar (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Most recently, a balance has
been struck between many different theories of second-language acquisition (SLA), with
renewed interest on grammar as critical to imparting meaning and thus to communicating
(Lightbown & Spada, 2013). In the case of complex forms, such as relative
constructions, students need significant support and scaffolding in class.
My research aims to examine relative constructions in Somali and how they
compare to relative constructions in English, in order to identify common difficulties for
English-language learners (ELLs) acquiring relatives and corresponding teaching
strategies. I synthesized this information with teaching resources in order to produce a
curriculum that targets the specific areas of difficulty that Somali-speaking learners of
English may encounter while acquiring relative constructions in English.
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This chapter outlines my personal and professional journey to the field of English
as a Second Language, how that journey has informed my research question and project,
and the significance of this project to students and colleagues.
Researcher Background and Interest
Long before I entered the English as a Second Language (ESL) field, I was
fascinated by grammar, first by English grammar, and later by the grammars of the
languages I studied as foreign languages in school. I think that if I had not had such a
wonderful Spanish teacher in high school, the entire course of my life might have
changed. As someone who struggles with the phonemic and phonological aspects of
acquiring language, I have always preferred reading and writing over listening and
speaking when I have been the student, despite my instructors insisting that the “real”
language is the spoken language. I agree. As a teacher, and in particular as a teacher of
adults who are most commonly studying English to get by in their daily lives, to speak
with their children’s teachers, to speak to their bosses and coworkers, to their neighbors, I
initially fell into the common trap of wanting to focus on meaning to the exclusion of
focus on grammar. I still felt that grammar was important, but I had a difficult time
articulating why in a way that would justify the use of class time. How would this help
my students achieve their goals, and in a way that could be quantified?
I knew that grammar had a purpose – that we use grammar for clarity and
ultimately to be understood – but I did not truly appreciate the relationship between
grammar (or form; I will use the two terms interchangeably) and meaning until I took
Basics of Modern English at Hamline University. I took this course near the beginning of
my studies for my Master of Arts in English as a Second Language, and I spent a
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semester diving into the forms we use in the English language and how those forms shape
the meaning we express. This course illuminated just how much meaning native speakers
are able to express and receive, in ways that are often invisible and unconscious to us and
that we often take for granted. There is so much coded into the language we receive
every day, and for learners, not only is it difficult to process and understand some of these
forms, but it can be difficult to make themselves understood when they do not know how
to produce the structures or have a solid understanding of what those structures convey.
I am particularly interested in Somali-speaking ELLs, due in part to the large
number of Somali-speakers in the upper Midwest metro area where I live and work, and
their presence in our local ESL classes, but also because of the relative scarcity of
research on this group. Although Somali speakers constitute a large percentage of ELLs
here and elsewhere, this is a relatively recent phenomenon following the start of the
Somali Civil War approximately thirty years ago, and the number of speakers remains
lower than, say, Spanish speakers. In the upper Midwest state where I live, over 38,000
residents speak a Cushitic language such as Somali, compared with the more than
192,000 who speak Spanish (Hirsi, 2015). It is therefore no surprise to see the wealth of
research we can draw on when it comes to Spanish-speaking ELLs, and that similar
research is lacking for other language groups such as Somali. When I used “Spanish” as
my sole search term on a popular linguistic and language database, I received 11,498
results published within the past ten years. When I changed my search term to “Somali,”
only 94 results were returned.
In addition to being a less-researched language, Somali is also primarily an oral
language. I was greatly influenced by my SLA course at Hamline. The instructor was a
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strong advocate for research on learners from oral language cultures; as she put it, almost
all SLA research is conducted on students who are literate in their first language (L1).
With Somali’s current written form not existing until 1973 (Janzen & Lewis, 2017), and
the influx of refugees from the Somali Civil War needing to learn English, we were left
with many students who had limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFE).
My journey to Adult Basic Education (ABE) and ESL has been a long one, and it
is far from over. When I was an undergraduate, I majored in political science, but studied
various languages for fun, typically taking three different languages each term. Some I
studied for only a semester, for some I passed the proficiency exam, but I viewed it as a
hobby. My father would repeatedly ask me what plans I had for my career, and he would
always add the question, “do you think you want to do anything with your languages?” I
always scoffed that I was not fluent and that therefore they did not help me.
Years passed, and I wound up working for a healthcare technology company. I
had been there nearly five years, mostly dissatisfied, when a colleague and friend of
mine, who had taught English for two years in Korea and was then working on his
master’s in ESL at Hamline, recommended I get my Teaching English as a Foreign
Language (TEFL) Certificate. “You could teach English anywhere,” he told me.
“English teachers are always needed.” Suddenly my life opened up with this possibility.
I had never considered teaching English to adults before. I had never considered teaching
adults before, period. When I was younger, I knew I did not want to be a teacher because
I did not want to teach children, and teaching at a university did not seem like an
attainable goal. ABE was not on my radar.
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I quit my job. I earned my TEFL Certificate at Hamline, and through that course
became aware of and involved with the local literacy council. I spent the next year
earning my Advanced TEFL and working on my master’s in ESL while volunteering as a
teacher, classroom assistant, and tutor at several different adult learning centers around
the upper Midwest metro area where I live. I fell in love with teaching English to adults.
When I needed to return to work, however, I wound up taking a Literacy VISTA position
through the aforementioned local literacy council, an AmeriCorps one-year service
position. The site where I serve is part of a national non-profit with a literacy
intervention program for K-5 students. In my role, I am lucky enough to do many
different things, from recruiting volunteers to rewriting lessons to better enable our
volunteers to be culturally competent tutors. Of the students we work with in our upper
Midwest metro area, about 30% are ELL. We work with schools in low-income
communities, as our mission is not only to help students to become more proficient
readers, but also to reduce the achievement gap by working with students who are
experiencing poverty, who are also often students of color. Many of the students I work
with are the children of immigrants and refugees. They speak countless other languages
at home and have countless different experiences. The work I have done this past year
has only increased my passion for quality education for all learners, no matter their
income, race, ethnicity, color, nationality, or refugee status.
I have not forgotten my adult students in this. I love working with the kids in our
program, especially because in them I see my adult students as well. Next year, I will
continue with the organization in a part-time capacity as community engagement
manager. For the other half of my time, I am looking forward to finding an ABE/ESL
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position. I have not stopped teaching and tutoring adult students. At least one night a
week I teach, and I tutor on the weekends. Working with adults is almost selfish of me, I
feel, for I gain so much from their interesting stories, from their languages, their cultures,
their thoughts, their ideas. For this reason, I am focusing my research on developing a
curriculum to better serve them.
Recently at my evening volunteer teaching position, a pre-beginning, low-literacy
student of mine was trying to teach me a few words in Somali. When she told me the
word for ‘chair,’ I had a difficult time understanding it, being a visual learner and having
difficulty learning new words without seeing them written out. I asked her if she could
spell it for me, and she said, “no, no school in Somali.” Not only does a lack of literacy
in the L1 make second language (L2) literacy more challenging, but also the things we
know about SLA are often rooted in research conducted on literate learners in the first
place.
I have chosen to focus this paper on the formation of relative constructions,
primarily relative clause structure. In order to better instruct my primarily Somalispeaking, under-researched students, I need first to consider how relative constructions
are formed in Somali. This question and the following will inform my research:
•

How do Somali relative constructions differ from those of
English?

•

How do language learners acquire relative constructions?

•

What difficulties do ELLs have when processing relative
constructions in English?
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How do those difficulties manifest as errors, in comprehension or
production, causing a critical lack of communication?

•

Where do these errors tell us we need to focus our instruction?

•

How can we target instruction to improve learners' grasp on
relatives and thus their overall comprehension and
comprehensibility?

Conclusion
In order to answer the questions listed above, it is necessary first to examine how
relatives are constructed in both English and Somali. These constructions must then be
compared; points of difference are not guaranteed areas of difficulty, but awareness of
them could be useful in better explaining the form to students and raising the teacher’s
awareness of potential troubles to look out for (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). It is also
critical to examine how relative constructions are acquired and to note any previously
observed problems for ELLs. By combining the conclusions from previous study of ELL
acquisition of relative constructions, this paper raises awareness of the importance of
targeted teaching strategies for this form and introduces curriculum that can be
implemented by instructors in the adult ESL classroom.
Chapter Summary and Overview of Remaining Chapters
In Chapter One, I introduced my topic of teaching relative constructions to ELLs,
with a focus on Somali-speakers. I explained that form is important to expressing
meaning, and when learners struggle with more complex structures such as relatives, their
comprehension and comprehensibility suffers. I also outlined my professional journey
and the importance in my own work of quality curriculum for adult learners of English. I
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explained that due to the relative scarcity of research on Somali-speaking ELLs and on
ELLs from oral language backgrounds, this group, while significant in terms of the ELL
population in the upper Midwest metro area where I live, is underserved in the research.
Chapter Two provides an overview of relative constructions in both English and
Somali and as well as a comparison of the two, along with an overview of the acquisition
of relative constructions in English more generally, for both L1 and L2 speakers.
Although differences between languages do not necessarily point to learner difficulties,
they may be areas where students will need explicit instruction and practice (Lightbown
& Spada, 2013). I also examine the factors that contribute to relative clause processing in
ELLs, such as context, grammatical weight, and type of clause. Finally, I look at areas of
difficulty for ELLs learning relative constructions and propose strategies for successfully
teaching these forms.
Chapter Three describes my project, the implications of the project for students
and colleagues, and suggested areas of future research. Chapter Four contains reflections
on the creation of the project, as well as an assessment of the limitations of the project
and suggestions for additional research or projects in the future.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review

My research aims to examine relative constructions in Somali and how they
compare to relative constructions in English. The overall goal is to identify common
difficulties for English-language learners (ELLs) acquiring relatives and corresponding
teaching strategies, and to synthesize this information with teaching resources in order to
produce curriculum that targets the specific areas of difficulty that Somali ELLs may
encounter while acquiring relative constructions in English.
In order to address this research question, I first examine the acquisition of
relative clauses in general; English speakers, whether first language (L1) or second
language (L2) speakers, tend to acquire relative clause types in a set order (Lightbown &
Spada, 2013). Languages tend to follow this order in terms of which types are permitted
in the language, which is to say that if a language is known to have a certain type of
relative clause, we can predict which other types are allowed (Lightbown & Spada,
2013). This can have implications for our students if they speak a language that does not
permit a type of relative that is allowed in English; we can predict that this may be an
area of difficulty for some learners.
I also look at how ELLs process relative clauses and how certain factors such as
context, grammatical weight, type of clause, and learner fluency and literacy level can
impact this processing (Francis, 2010; Kashiwagi, 2011; Yang, Mo, & Louwerse, 2013;
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Chang & Millett, 2013). These factors must be considered in order to ensure that
appropriate class time and activities are spent on instruction and practice in the areas that
potentially hinder understanding.
I also detail relative constructions in English and provide an overview of some
features of relatives in Somali. I compare relatives in the two languages in order to have
a better understanding of where differences occur and where we therefore might consider
targeting our instruction. I identify specific areas that might cause problems for Somalispeaking ELLs, and I outline strategies that have been proposed for teaching relatives to
ELLs. Combining the two, I conclude by suggesting strategies that may be the most
effective for Somali-speaking refugee learners.
Acquisition of Relative Clauses
Relative clauses are clauses that modify a noun and are often introduced with a
relative pronoun such as ‘that,’ ‘which,’ or ‘who,’ defined by Merriam-Webster (2017) as
“an adjective clause introduced by a relative pronoun expressed or suppressed, relative
adjective, or relative adverb and having either a purely descriptive force (as in John, who
often tells fibs) or a limiting one (as in boys who tell fibs).” There are several elements
that make relatives difficult to process and produce, such as the fact that the relative
pronoun may be expressed or suppressed, and that they may be restrictive or
nonrestrictive. These and other features of relatives will be expounded upon in the
coming sections.
Relative clauses are not acquired randomly; rather, they are acquired in an order
referred to as the accessibility hierarchy (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Figure 1, using the
accessibility hierarchy, lists the acquisition order as follows:
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Figure 1. Relative Clause Accessibility Hierarchy
Subject
Direct object
Indirect object
Object of preposition
Possessive
Object of comparison
Figure 1. The accessibility hierarchy for relative clauses outlines the order in
which the different syntactic types of relatives are acquired. Adapted from
Lightbown & Spada, 2013.

In using this hierarchy, we can understand which utterances are accessible to
speakers. If a leaner is not capable of producing an object of preposition relative, the
structures further down the hierarchy will likewise be inaccessible to him. This hierarchy
therefore has several implications for learning and thus for teaching.
First, second language learners, based on patterns observed in learners of many
different languages, typically learn the different syntactic types of clauses in a fixed order
(Lightbown & Spada, 2013). A learner is highly unlikely to learn the possessive form of
the clause before acquiring the subject form, for example. If a learner has acquired one
of the forms, for example object of proposition, it is highly likely they have acquired all
forms above it (subject, direct object, indirect object), but does not necessarily mean they
have acquired those below it, for example possessive and object of comparison
(Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
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The implication for teaching these constructions is that if students have not
acquired forms higher up on the hierarchy, they will not be ready for the lower ones. In
fact, while learners will first learn to produce subject and direct object clauses, they may
never acquire some of the other syntactic forms (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
Second, not all languages have relative constructions for these different parts of
speech (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Based on observations of a variety of languages,
languages that permit constructions towards the bottom of the hierarchy will allow all
those above it, but not necessarily those below it (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Research
suggests that learners who come from language backgrounds lacking one or more of the
clause types (say, object of comparison) will have more difficulty in acquiring this
syntactic form in English (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Beyond just production, this has
implications for how accessible the language is for the learner; difficulty in acquiring
these structures renders such phrases difficult for learners to process (Lightbown &
Spada, 2013).
Beyond the accessibility hierarchy, the acquisition of relative clauses has in
general been identified as difficult for second language learners (Chang & Millett, 2013).
A first language with a significantly different method of constructing relative clauses,
such as languages where relative clauses proceed the nouns they modify, can have a
negative influence on learners, leading learners to avoid using relative constructions even
in advanced levels of language learning (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
A study conducted by Friedmann, Aram, and Novogrodsky (2011) found that
children made almost no grammatical errors when asked to produce relative clauses, but
it was not because they had mastered the structures: they simply avoided using forms
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they had not yet acquired. The study also found that participants in earlier stages of
language acquisition used primarily headless relatives, the usage of which increased as
the participants developed more language (Friedmann, Aram, & Novogrodsky, 2011).
Headless relatives are those in which the relative pronoun does not refer back to anything
in the sentence (Tallerman, 2015), such as “I don’t like what you’re saying,” where
‘what’ does not have a referent.
This lack of referent could be problematic for some learners, especially if they
come from a language background where non-referential words are not frequently used,
such as Spanish or Finnish. To use an example from Finnish, weather expressions such
as the following are expressed without the equivalent of ‘it’ as required in English
(Gehring & Heinzmann, 2013, p. 46):
On kaunis.

is beautiful

‘It’s nice outside.’

Not only is the pronoun ‘it’ not required, but in fact the utterance becomes grammatically
incorrect with it included (Gehring & Heinzmann, 2013). For learners from similar
language backgrounds, a headless relative such as “I don’t like what you’re saying”
might compound the confusion. If, however, a learner has already gained some mastery
over non-referential ‘it’ and ‘there’, invoking these as examples when teaching headless
relatives may provide an analogous situation that the student would understand.
Finally, certain errors can be attributed to first language influence, as in the case
of learners using both the relative pronoun and the pronoun it is replacing, as in a phrase
such as I saw the man who works here; a learner might produce an ungrammatical string
such as “*I saw the man who he works here,” where * indicates ungrammaticality
(Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Such an error is common amongst speakers of Arabic, as
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Arabic is a language in which both relative pronoun and “replaced” pronoun are required
for grammatical accuracy (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
As far as Somali-speakers are concerned, although Arabic and Somali are not
closely related (both are Afroasiatic languages, but Arabic belongs to the Semitic branch
while Somali is Cushitic; Al-Jallad, 2017; Lewis, 1998), many Somali speakers know
Arabic as a second language due to their Islamic religion; 99.8% of the population in
Somalia is Muslim (Hackett, Cooperman, & Ritchey, 2015). Thus, it may be useful to
consider Arabic a possible secondary influence on Somali-speakers and their acquisition
of English.
In summation, when teaching relative clauses to ELLs, at a minimum the order in
which the syntactic types of clauses are taught must be considered, as students will not be
able to learn them out of order. It may be useful to additionally consider other factors
related to the accessibility hierarchy such as which structures are permitted in the
learners’ L1.
Relative Clause Processing
Linguistic processing, hereafter referred to as processing, refers to the processes
that occur in the brain when making sense of language. For the purposes of this
Capstone, we are concerned with how the brain processes relative clauses. In this
Capstone, we are not concerned with the neurological processes of the brain, but rather
how the processes manifest in terms of production and comprehension of a particular
language feature, here relative constructions. The following paragraphs detail some of
the principal factors that impact the ability of English-language learners to process
relative constructions.
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Object clauses and context. Among the major factors impacting processing of
relative clauses is the syntactic type of the clause. As detailed in the section above, there
are six types of relatives in English, differentiated by the grammatical role they play, such
as subject, object, or possessive (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). There is a wide body of
research suggesting that subject relative clauses are easier to process than object relative
clauses in English (Kashiwagi, 2011; Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2008; Staub, 2010),
though this is not necessarily the case in other languages. Kashiwagi (2011) found that
while object relatives in English were more difficult to process for both L1 speakers and
L2 learners, subject clauses in Japanese were more difficult for both sets of speakers.
In a study conducted by Mak, Vonk, and Schriefers (2008), the difficulty of
processing object relatives is reduced when the object relative refers to the discourse
topic. Although sentence processing is often studied at the sentence level, context is
critical to learner understanding (Mak, Vonk, & Schriefers, 2008). If the context has
established the importance of the noun phrase being modified by the relative clause, the
learner will have an easier time with processing even if it is an object relative. This
reinforces the idea that teachers must always properly introduce a topic or activity by
activating prior knowledge, pre-teaching any new vocabulary or concepts, and do a “pre”
activity, be it pre-reading, pre-listening, et cetera, in order to set the students up for
success.
Mak, Vonk, and Schriefers’ (2008) work was expanded upon by Roland, Mauner,
O'Meara, and Yun (2012), who found that object relative clauses are typically discourseold, while subject relative clauses are typically discourse-new. In other words, objects of
relative clauses are typically introduced earlier in the same discourse while subjects of
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relatives are not, and such subjects contain new information. For example, the subjects
were often full noun phrases, while the objects were pronouns (Roland, Mauner,
O'Meara, & Yun, 2012). The research suggests that the type of discourse may have a
larger impact on processing than the syntactic type of a given clause; in particular, the
syntactic role/relation of the relativized noun phrase (Roland, Mauner, O'Meara, & Yun,
2012).
The studies conducted by Roland, Mauner, O'Meara, and Yun (2012) found that
object relatives were not more difficult to process than subject relatives when there was
adequate context. Object relatives may be harder to process simply because they are less
likely to conform to discourse expectations, particularly in an experimental context such
as during the course of an experimental trial during a research study (Roland, Mauner,
O'Meara, & Yun, 2012). Staub (2010) also concluded that a violation of expectations
contributes to difficulty in processing object relatives, and furthermore that such clauses
place a larger strain on memory retrieval than subject relatives. These studies provide
additional evidence for the necessity of setting the context for learners during the course
of the lesson.
Yang, Mo, and Louwerse (2013) found that not only does context within the
discourse matter, but also larger context. On a study conducted on Americans who spoke
English as their L1, they found that processing time was faster when they understood the
local and global context of what they were reading (Yang, Mo, & Louwerse, 2013). For
adult ELLs who are primarily immigrants and refugees, especially if they are students
with limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFE), they may lack the cultural or
historical knowledge that would speed their processing time for relative constructions.
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All lesson plans should include time for the teacher to activate background knowledge
and fill in any gaps the learners may have. Without this critical piece, the lesson may fail
simply because the learners’ lack of context is so great that they cannot understand the
form and therefore can derive no meaning from it.
Grammatical weight. Another factor in relative clause processing is
grammatical weight, which refers to the length and complexity of a phrase (Wasow,
1997). The tendency in English is for grammatically heavy, which is to say long and
complex, phrases to come at the end of the clause (Wasow, 1997). Francis (2010) found
that even for languages with fixed word orders like English, it is sometimes preferable to
modify a noun phrase with a non-adjacent relative clause. Francis (2010) gives the
example of “three people arrived here yesterday who were from Chicago.” In this
sentence, we would expect to hear “three people who were from Chicago arrived here
yesterday” using Standard English syntax. However, due to the large grammatical weight
of the noun and its relative clause, “three people who were from Chicago,” it becomes
more difficult to process (Francis, 2010).
The tendency in English is to move grammatically heavy elements to the end of
the phrase whenever possible (Wasow, 1997). Grammatically heavy elements that occur
earlier in the phrase, as in Francis’ (2010) study, were found to significantly slow
processing time. Therefore, regardless of whether the relative clause is adjacent to its
noun phrase or not, its heaviness will impact the ability to process it.
In order for our students to successfully process such grammatically heavy
utterances, we must first of all allow them plenty of processing time. As students
progress in their English studies, it may also be helpful to stop and evaluate longer
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sentences together as a class. If students have been at a beginning level but are now
progressing to reading longer sentences, the teacher can aid in processing by explicitly
breaking apart sentences with learners, helping them to understand the structure and thus
meaning.
In summary, teachers must consider several factors when evaluating the
accessibility of the language their learners are hearing and reading. Syntactic role,
context, and grammatical weight are all factors in the comprehensibility of relative
clauses for students, and when these things may cause issues, the teacher must anticipate
the necessity of explicitly breaking things down so that students have the ability to
understand how the parts add up to the whole.
Relative Constructions in English
Relative clauses are clauses that modify a noun and are often introduced with a
relative pronoun such as ‘that’, ‘which’, or ‘who’. In the proceeding sentence, “that
modify a noun and are often introduced with a relative pronoun such as that, which, or
who” is a relative clause modifying “clauses,” introduced by the relative pronoun “that.”
Because relative clauses modify a noun, they are a type of qualifier (Humphrey,
Droga, & Feez, 2012). Other examples of qualifiers include pre-modifiers such as
determiners and adjectives, which come before the noun they are modifying, as in the
sentence “these red shoes,” where “these” and “red” are qualifiers modifying “shoes”
(Humphrey, Droga, & Feez, 2012).
By contrast, relative clauses are post-modifiers, following the noun they modify,
as in the sentence “the boy whom I saw yesterday,” where the noun phrase “the boy” is
being modified by the relative clause “whom I saw yesterday,” “whom” being the relative
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pronoun that signals the introduction of the clause (Humphrey, Droga, & Feez, 2012).
Post-modifiers are somewhat rare in English, unlike other languages such as Spanish,
French, and Somali, where some modifiers, such as adjectives, follow the noun they
modify (Humphrey, Droga, & Feez, 2012). Compare:
Le chat noir.

the cat black

‘the black cat’

El gato negro.

the cat black

‘the black cat’

Bisad madow.

cat black

‘the black cat’

In the ESL classroom, this difference is often emphasized because learners often make
errors with adjective placement. Somali speakers will put the adjective after the noun it
modifies, and even with explicit instruction, this error can persist. This could lead to
additional confusion for learners if they equate adjectives and relatives as the modifiers
they both are and are unsure of their proper placement in relation to the modified noun.
Suárez-Gómez (2015) points out that an under-researched area of relatives is the
use of adverbial qualifiers, such as “the house where I live is very big,” compared to “the
house that I live in is very big.” Especially in spoken discourse, this usage is common
(Suárez-Gómez, 2015). Typically, the adverbial used is chosen for meaning, as in using
‘where’ for location, ‘when’ for time, and ‘why’ for reason (Suárez-Gómez, 2015).
However, these rules are occasionally relaxed in casual, spoken usage, with utterances
such as “do you remember that year where we went to the lake every day?” being
possible.
Adding to the challenge of constructing relatives in English is that the
introductory pronoun is optional in some cases (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). English has
six types of relative clauses, depending on the syntactic relation of the noun or noun
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phrase being relativized: subject, direct object, indirect object, object of preposition,
possessive, and object of comparison (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). In all types of object
clause, the relative pronoun can and often is eliminated, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Relative Clause Types With and Without Relative Pronouns
With relative pronoun

Without relative
pronoun

Direct object

The movie that I

The movie I watched

watched was long

was long

The man who(m) I

The man I saw was

saw was tall

tall

Object of

I bought the book that

I bought the book you

preposition

you were talking about

were talking about

Object of

The only person

The only person

comparison

who(m) Ahmed is

Ahmed is shorter than

shorter than is Pilar

is Pilar

Indirect object

Figure 2. Four relative clause types in English that can be expressed with or without a
relative pronoun and remain grammatically correct without a change meaning. Adapted
from Lightbown & Spada, 2013.

If relative pronouns could always be safely eliminated, it would be easier to
generalize when teaching relative constructions to students. However, in the remaining
two cases, subject and possessive, the relative pronoun is required and can never be
eliminated; the sentence is ungrammatical without it, as seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Relative Clause Types With and Without Relative Pronouns
With relative pronoun

Without relative
pronoun

Subject

The man who was

The man was injured

injured went to the

went to the hospital*

hospital
Possessive

I know the author

I know the author

whose book we’re

book we’re reading*

reading
Figure 3. Two relative clause types in English that must be expressed with a relative
pronoun in order to maintain grammaticality. Adapted from Lightbown & Spada, 2013.

Because it is always possible to use the relative pronoun with any of these
constructions, the perhaps simplest solution to teaching the production of the form is to
teach the use of the pronoun in any circumstance. However, students will encounter
many instances of examples without the pronoun, so at minimum they must develop the
receptive skills to comprehend such phrases. Additionally, if they are planning to move
on to higher education, extraneous use of ‘that’ is often seen as negative by proofreaders.
Regardless of the use or lack thereof of a relative pronoun, relative constructions
can be difficult for ELLs, because it can be difficult to identify the main verb and thus
comprehend the meaning of the sentence (Chang & Millett, 2013). This can be especially
difficult for SLIFE, who may get lost during more technical discussions of grammar.
Even when using more learner-friendly vocabulary, students can struggle to identify
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which words indicate action. Without a firm grasp on the different parts of speech and
their functions within a sentence, more complex analysis, such as breaking the sentence
apart into clauses and understanding the role of the relative clause in relation to the
subject or object of the sentence, becomes essentially impossible.
Of course, identifying the head noun, which is the noun or noun phrase being
modified by the relative clause, is an additional consideration (Tallerman, 2015).
Although in English and other European languages subordination, which is the use of
subordinate clauses such as relative clauses, is common, in other languages, including
many African languages, verb serialization is preferred (Tallerman, 2015). Verb
serialization means that, whereas English does not allow more than one finite verb per
clause, multiple finite verbs could occur next to each other (Tallerman, 2015). Tallerman
(2015) provides an example from the Nupe language of Nigeria, where a clause translates
literally to “Musa came took knife” – impossible in English, because the clause contains
two main (conjugated) verbs. For students from different language backgrounds,
understanding the rules that govern the use the verbs in English clauses, including
relative clauses, can be hard to understand and therefore the clauses themselves and the
sentences they form also inaccessible.
In summation, characteristics of English relative clauses include following the
noun phrase they modify and being introduced by a relative pronoun, albeit not in every
circumstance. These characteristics must be explained to learners, which often requires
that basic grammar concepts such as nouns and verbs be pre-taught to students. Relative
pronoun usage must then be practiced repeatedly, with the relative taking on varying roles
within the sentence.
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Relative Constructions in Somali
A principal characteristic of Somali grammar is the role of indicator particles in
constructions including relative clauses (Antinucci & Puglielli, 1980). These indicator
particles have a role in marking the subject; if learners need to interpret a sentence such
as “I spoke to the boy who was going to the university,” ambiguity over what the subject
is will be eliminated by the use of the indicator particle (Antinucci & Puglielli, 1980).
Although Somali marks subject, there is nothing to introduce the relative clause;
relative pronouns are not used (Antinucci & Puglielli, 1980). However, because the
indicator particle is sometimes translated as a pronoun, it may be possible that Somali
speakers, especially those who are competent speakers of Arabic, may use both a relative
pronoun and the pronoun it is replacing when constructing relatives in English, as
demonstrated by an example provided by Antinucci & Puglielli (1980), “the-letter Ali
wrote now particle-it will go,” “the letter that Ali wrote will go now” (p. 87). As in
English, the relative clause follows the noun phrase it modifies (Antinucci & Puglielli,
1980), but the noun phrase (here the pronoun ‘it’) is retained along with the relative
particle. This differs from what one would construct in English.
Comparison of English and Somali Relative Constructions
Both English and Somali place the relative clause following the noun phrase it
modifies. This should eliminate some of the issues seen in other English as a Second
Language (ESL) or English as a Foreign Language (EFL) students, for example Chinesespeaking learners who, due to Chinese placing the relative before the noun phrase it
modifies, tend to avoid using relative constructions (Chang & Millett, 2013).
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However, a potential side effect could be the compounding of confusion over
where to place modifiers. As previously explained, adjectives precede the noun they
modify in English but follow the noun the modify in Somali. When Somali speakers
learn that some English modifiers, namely relative clauses, follow the noun they modify,
that could lead to additional difficulties in correctly placing other modifiers such as
adjectives before the noun.
The primary difference in the relative constructions in the two languages is that
Somali uses indicator particles and English uses relative pronouns. Since Somalispeakers are accustomed to indicator particles, we may expect to see over-usage of
pronouns in English, if the speaker uses the pronouns as somewhat equivalent to indicator
particles. On the other hand, we may also see a complete lack of relative pronouns, as
these are not used in Somali, depending on how the learner relates the two constructions.
If they understand that indicator particles and relative pronouns are two distinct concepts,
we may expect to see more of the latter problem, but if they do not understand the
difference, then we might expect to see more of the former.
Possible Areas of Confusion for Somali-Speaking ELLs
Since Somali uses indicator particles, which are sometimes glossed as pronouns,
we might expect to see some utterances that contain both a relative pronoun and the
pronoun it is replacing, such as a sentence like “the letter that Ali wrote will be sent”
rendered as “the letter that Ali wrote it will be sent*.” Arabic speakers commonly make
this error (Lightbown & Spada, 2013); although Arabic and Somali are not the same in
how their relatives are constructed, the majority of my Somali-speaking students also
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speak Arabic, and it is possible this will compound confusion if they are drawing on their
knowledge of Arabic in addition to their knowledge of Somali.
Relative pronouns are not always required in English. In four of the six syntactic
types of relatives, the relative pronoun may safely be dropped (Lightbown & Spada,
2013). Given that Somali does not use relative pronouns, if learners transfer that
knowledge to English, it will not necessarily be a negative transfer. However, in the
other two types of relative clauses, the pronoun is required to produce a grammatical
utterance (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). We might expect that Somali-speakers would
neglect to use the appropriate pronoun or any pronoun at all in these cases.
Strategies for Teaching Relative Constructions to ELLs
As with all complex linguistic structures, English-language learners require
significant support in order to acquire them. Depending on the structure, the strategies
employed by ESL teachers may differ in order to better address issues of negative transfer
from the L1, limited literacy skills, and differences in background knowledge. The
following paragraphs suggest some of the strategies that may be most appropriate for
ELLs in relation to acquiring relative clauses.
Repetition. Knowing what we do about how language learners acquire and
process relatives, we can suggest best practices for teaching them. Reali (2014) notes
that in certain languages, such as Spanish, there is more flexibility in the construction of
relatives than in English. If a learner is accustomed to varying usages, it may lead to
increased speed in processing different types of clauses (Reali, 2014). Reali (2014)
found that certain relatives are easier and thus faster to process, and that increased usage
may lead to faster processing. As with anything in the language classroom, repetition is
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key. The more we expose our students to relatives and create contexts in which they must
use them, the faster they will be able to process them, increasing overall comprehension.
Timed reading. Relative constructions may be particularly difficult for second
language learners to acquire (Chang & Millett, 2013). Furthermore, second language
learners often struggle with reading comprehension, which may be improved by timed
repeated reading (Chang & Millett, 2013). Repetition is crucial for successfully
acquiring new structures, and, for students with low literacy skills, repeated reading is
essential for building comprehension and gaining much-needed exposure to difficult
constructions. The timed aspect can help with fluency, which in turn aids
comprehension. For Somali-speaking students, who come from an oral language culture
and may have spent significant time in refugee camps with limited formal education,
literacy skills are often minimal or nonexistent in their L1, creating a larger challenge
when developing literacy skills in the L2.
Develop background knowledge. A common strategy in language classrooms is
to provide students with background knowledge in order to create context for the lesson
or activity. Rohde, Levy, and Kehler (2011) found that this is particularly useful when
processing relative clauses. The more the listener or reader is able to anticipate the
completion of the clause, the easier they will be able to understand it (Rohde, Levy, &
Kehler, 2011). This is true of native speakers as well, and is even more critical with
ELLs who may lack the necessary cultural, historic, or academic background knowledge
(Rohde, Levy, & Kehler, 2011). If we can set learners’ expectations appropriately
regarding the content, they will have an easier time comprehending the form.
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In summary, teachers can help their ELLs process relatives by utilizing extensive
repetition and developing learners’ background knowledge. Fortunately, these are
common teaching strategies, and teachers should be accustomed to using them in most
contexts. Additionally, timed reading may prove useful in developing fluency and
increasing comprehension.
Appropriate Strategies for Somali-Speaking ELLs
Although Chapter Two has often engaged in contrastive analysis between English
and Somali, which may be useful for teachers, it may not be appropriate for students in
this context (Lin & Chuang, 2014). Lin and Chuang (2014) propose contrastive analysis,
but with a very different group of learners. In their study of Chinese-speaking EFL
learners, Lin and Chuang (2014) found that learners appreciated the use of contrastive
analysis to isolate differences in relative constructions in Chinese and English. While
this could certainly be attempted with Somali-speaking ELLs, the context is considerably
different. EFL learners to tend to have a stronger grasp on grammar and are literate in
their L1. Many Somali-speakers studying English in the United States are SLIFE and as
such are not as well versed in contrastive analysis. If the students were advanced enough
and interested in trying it, it may help supplement other strategies, but the students must
be adequately prepared.
For low-literacy learners, SLIFE, or students from oral language cultures, it is
important to consider that oral language often depends less on relative clauses to create
dense language, unlike written language and in particular academic language (Clachar,
2015). Even native speakers can struggle greatly with academic language, so for learners
acquiring not only the language but also literacy and academic skills, we must keep in
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mind that we are asking them to do a great many things when reading a text. Although
many adult Somali-speaking ELLs are learning English for survival skills, others aspire
to higher education or improved employment opportunities, and we should not neglect to
develop their academic English, especially advanced learners.
Relative constructions in Somali and English have similarities, but they also have
differences that may impact the types of errors made by speakers, and more critically
hinder their comprehension. Within the context of working with adult SLIFE, instructors
should keep in mind that relatives are often employed in written, academic texts, and our
learners may therefore require extra support. Drawing on the general strategies for
teaching relatives to ELLs, we know that we must provide ample opportunity for both
exposure to and practice of the form, as well as provide adequate context to aid learners
in anticipating content.
In conclusion, while strategies for EFL students may not be appropriate for the
Somali-speaking refugees at the focus of this paper, due to the assumed high level of
literacy, most ESL strategies can easily be applied to these students, and modified where
needed to better meet the needs of low-literacy learners. Repetition should be used
extensively, and activating background knowledge and establishing context should be a
part of every lesson. To address literacy skills in particular, timed reading may help
learners to improve their comprehension via improved fluency.
Chapter Summary and Preview of Chapter Three
Chapter Two detailed how relatives are typically acquired, and looked at recent
research investigating factors that either hinder or aid processing, such as context,
grammatical weight, and the syntactic type of the clause. The chapter also provided an
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overview of relative constructions in English and Somali, and identified similarities and
differences and how these may indicate areas where ELLs might have an easier or more
difficult time. I looked at potential trouble spots for Somali speakers and proposed
teaching strategies for these students based on the research on instructing ELLs on these
structures.
Chapter Three will explain my project in depth, including a description of the
intended audience, the project model, and the data and research I will draw on in creating
it. I will also outline the format as well as preview the content.
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CHAPTER THREE
Project Description

My research examines relative constructions in English and Somali, looking at
how these constructions are similar and how they are different, and from these findings,
combined with studies on how to best instruct English-language learners (ELLs) in
relatives, I propose how to best instruct these particular learners. I identify both common
difficulties for ELLs acquiring relatives and teaching strategies for relatives, and I have
synthesized this information in order to provide a curriculum that will successfully teach
this structure.
Chapter Three outlines the audience for the project, both in terms of students and
professionals in the field. I also explain the models on which the curriculum is based,
and the principal data and research I have drawn on. I also detail the format and content
of the project, and preview Chapter Four.
Project Audience
I have written a two-week curriculum for use in the Adult Basic Education (ABE)
English as a Second Language (ESL) classroom with the overarching focus of teaching
relative constructions, both comprehension and production. The target student audience
is intermediate-level ELLs in the upper Midwest metro area where I live, primarily
Somali speakers with a secondary target of other speakers from largely oral-language
backgrounds, such as Hmong and Karen, which may differ from Indo-European
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languages such as English and the Western education system. The majority of these
students is not literate or has limited literacy in their first language (L1), and many are
refugees and considered students with limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFE).
With that in mind, grammar instruction is explicit but not overly technical, and ample
class time is allowed for practice in realistic contexts.
The target professional audience is ABE ESL teachers of any level, especially
volunteer teachers. Although my curriculum assumes an intermediate level of
proficiency, it could easily be adapted for other student proficiency levels. In the upper
Midwest metro area where I live, we are fortunate that the local literacy council has
developed a curriculum that is available to anyone (Craft et al., 2012). I have used this
curriculum when teaching, not only at the learning centers run by the literacy council but
at other adult learning centers in the area as well.
While paid ESL professionals who teach five days a week may choose to use their
own curriculum, or make significant modifications to the literacy council’s or other
existing curriculum, the reality in ABE is that many students, due to work or family
commitments, are unable to attend class during the day. This means that they must attend
an evening program, which are most commonly staffed by volunteers. Volunteer
teachers, among which I include myself, are passionate teachers, willingly giving their
time to teach English without pay, but they often lack the expertise or preparation time
necessary to create their own lessons. They therefore often use the curriculum provided.
Even when the curriculum provided is of high quality, and allows for
modification, in my experience many volunteers do not significantly modify the
curriculum. If they do modify it, they do so in a way that results in a standalone lesson,
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unconnected with what happens during the other class periods. Because a given
volunteer most likely volunteers only one day a week, students end up with four or five
different teachers and the class lacks continuity in teaching style, classroom management,
and possibly curriculum.
I envision curricula such as mine as providing additional options for volunteer
teachers. Paid teachers alike would be welcome to draw from it, but their need is perhaps
not as great. The literacy council’s curriculum is structured so that each week or two or
three comprises a unit, focused around a specific topic, such as family, finding a job, or
giving directions, with grammar topics often varying day to day (Craft et al., 2012).
While this is an established way of structuring units, my curriculum instead focuses the
unit around the grammar point, with the topic rotating instead.
I do not propose that all units should be structured around a grammar focus.
Rather, I propose that a mix of the two models could be successful for students and help
them establish a stronger foundation in critical grammar areas.
Project Model
My curriculum is primarily modeled on the volunteer curriculum created by the
local literacy council and available for public use (Craft et al., 2012). I assume five-day
weeks so that this curriculum may be used for day classes as well as evening classes,
since evening classes typically only run four days a week. I assume a three-and-a-half
hour class period. Although many evening classes are only two hours, some are three
hours, and daytime classes are typically not longer than three and a half. By using this
timeframe, teachers with shorter classes can choose which activities they would like to
utilize.
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A secondary resource I drew on for the curriculum model is Understanding By
Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2006). The templates provided in this text are similar to
the structure outlined by the literacy council curriculum, but with a larger emphasis on
assessment (Wiggins & McTighe, 2006). Within my curriculum, I included opportunities
for the teacher to check for student learning, as well as allowing the students to practice
self-assessment.
Data and Research
Relative clauses are explained clearly to students throughout the unit, albeit with
minimal technical terminology given their English level and educational background.
Drawing on the research that relatives are acquired in a certain order (Lightbown &
Spada, 2013), the unit has been structured so that students learn and practice relatives at
the beginning of the accessibility hierarchy before progressing to more difficult
constructions.
Where it is possible for students to respond without using a relative clause, any
worksheets will prompt the students to use the relative, since research shows that even
students who make few errors with relatives may simply be avoiding having to produce
them (Friedmann, Aram, & Novogrodsky, 2011). Along the same lines, the notes for the
teacher will prompt them to recast utterances with relatives wherever possible, and in
some cases explicitly request that students’ answers contain them.
Although the focus of the unit is a grammar point, the grammar is not being
delivered devoid of other content. All lessons in the curriculum include activities
designed to give the students an understanding of the content as well. As Rohde, Levy,
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and Kehler (2011) explained, understanding the context can greatly assist students when
working with a complex structure such as a relative clause.
Since the primary student demographic for this curriculum is refugees with
limited formal education and literacy skills, it is important to remember that oral
language depends less on relative clauses than written language (Clachar, 2015). We are
teaching students literacy skills along with oral language, and, keeping in mind the
struggles the students may have with written language, I have written my curriculum to
include a high degree of repetition, and in particular have drawn on Chang and Millett’s
(2013) research suggesting that not only repeated reading but timed repeated reading can
impact fluency and thus comprehension of text containing relative clauses.
Format and Content
In accordance with the literacy council curriculum that is serving as the model for
my curriculum, the curriculum begins with a title page (Craft et al., 2012). The title page
includes not only the title of the unit, but also a unit overview, which provides a
breakdown of the two weeks of the unit, unit objectives, which clearly state what the
students will be able to do as a result of this unit, a unit outline, which provides the
instructor with a day-by-day breakdown, and a list of the needed equipment and materials
(Craft et al., 2012). The list of materials includes all worksheets referenced throughout
the curriculum (Craft et al., 2012).
After the title page, each of the ten days of the unit has its own lesson plan. These
lesson plans include a list of lesson objectives and needed materials (Craft et al., 2012).
Following the literacy council’s format, my curriculum will contain detailed instructions
for activities along with tips and important information for the teacher (Craft et al., 2012).
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Review is a critical component of language learning, and each lesson will begin with a
warm-up or review activity (Craft et al., 2012).
The content of the curriculum includes the lesson plans themselves along with all
worksheets, readings, and any other referenced materials. In the case of materials that
cannot be included, such as audio files, links or instructions are provided. The lesson
plans are highly detailed, providing teachers with a sample script wherever possible and
outlining how to lead into each topic and activity. To save space, the common practice of
abbreviating ‘teacher’ as T and ‘student’ as S is observed (Craft et al., 2012).
Chapter Summary and Preview of Chapter Four
In Chapter Three I explained the audience I intend for my project, intermediatelevel adult ESL students and the volunteer teachers who instruct them. I also explain the
models on which the curriculum is based, principally the curriculum designed by the
local literacy council in the upper Midwest metro area where I live. I list the principal
data and research I have drawn on, including teaching relatives in the order established
by the accessibility hierarchy, establishing context, and developing literacy skills through
repeated, timed reading. I explained the format of the lesson plans and content included
within.
In Chapter Four, I explain my principal takeaways from my project. I detail new
connections with my literature review, as well as detail project implications, limitations,
and implementation. I also provide a conclusion to the project.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Reflection and Conclusion

My research examined relative constructions in English and Somali, and I looked
at how these constructions can be compared. From these findings, combined with studies
on how to best instruct English-language learners (ELLs) in relative clauses, I proposed
how to best instruct these particular learners. I identified both common difficulties for
ELLs acquiring relatives and teaching strategies for relatives, and I have synthesized this
information in order to provide a curriculum that will successfully teach this structure.
Chapter Four discusses the principal learnings I am taking away from my project,
as well as new connections I have made to my literature review. I also explain the
implications and limitations of my project, and detail my vision for how it will be
implemented and used by others.
Principal Takeaways
Writing my curriculum, one thing I was struck by was how rarely one grammar
point is the focus for more than a lesson or two in a row. That is not to say that certain
grammar points are not returned to frequently. For example, the simple past is critical to
communicate effectively, and given that there are so many irregular conjugations in
English, students need ample practice. This is something that is returned to and reviewed
regularly in the English as a Second Language (ESL) classroom. When I was writing my
lesson plans, however, and keeping the focus on relatives for each lesson, each activity,
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over the course of two weeks, I realized how rare this type of focus is. I will be eager to
try this curriculum on my students and see if this type of intense focus makes a stronger
long-term impact on their mastery of the form. Of course they will still need to continue
to see and use the form so that they do not forget it, but I wonder if this will provide a
more solid foundation than introducing it in the course of one class period, and then not
returning to it for a week or longer.
In Adult Basic Education (ABE), it is not uncommon for students to attend class
only a few days a week, due to outside commitments such as family or work. Currently,
many adult ESL curricula are structured according to topic; a given week period will
focus on a subject such as health, public transportation, or shopping. These units always
contain grammar foci, of course, but often the grammar focus for the class period is
different each day, and some days there might be more than one grammar feature
covered. While this model has its benefits – for example, some grammar points naturally
go together, and some topics are naturally more suited to be matched with certain
grammatical features – it would be potentially beneficial to complement this model with
curriculum weeks were the grammar is the element that remains consistent and it is the
content that changes.
With most curriculum, if a student is absent Monday when the present progressive
is introduced, maybe it is reviewed on Tuesday but maybe not, and whether the student
was present or not, by the time present progressive pops up again the student may or may
not have a strong recollection of learning it. With a grammar-focused unit, even if a
student were absent two or three days in a week, they would still receive two days of
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instruction on relative clauses, or whatever the case may be, hopefully setting a firmer
groundwork for the next time it is encountered, in class or elsewhere.
Connections to Literature Review
In writing my curriculum, I thought more about best practices for low-literacy
learners than I did for Somali-speakers in particular. I think this is primarily due to the
fact that the existing research is so limited when it comes to Somali and Somali-speaking
ELLs. Although it was for this reason that I made Somali-speakers the focus of my
research, in practice it meant extrapolating heavily from research focused on broader
groups such as students with limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFE).
In the end, I think this is a benefit, however. Somali-speakers are my largest
student group by a significant margin, but I do work with other refugee groups such as
Hmong and Karen as well. By taking a broader view of what works best for instructing
these learners in relative clauses, I am hopefully reaching them all equally well and
illuminating the need for significant amounts of research on all of these learners.
The research from Chang and Millett (2013) on timed repeated reading proved to
be particularly influential. In my day job, I work for a K–5 literacy intervention program.
Timed fluency practice is a major part of our curriculum for beginning readers, which
correspond to first grade-level readers. I had never considered timed reading for my
adult students before, and, though I know that repeated timed practice works for
improving fluency in general, I had not considered that it would be particularly important
for difficult-to-process grammar such as relative constructions. The timed element is
something I plan to incorporate in my teaching more often, and I think my students will
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enjoy it as well given that they are competitive and making things seem like games is
often a great way to get them to practice their language.
I also drew heavily on the accessibility hierarchy (Lightbown & Spada, 2013).
This surprised me because the accessibility hierarchy is something I have been aware of
for quite some time, and I was thinking of it as background knowledge. It is true that it is
important background knowledge for understanding how relative clauses are acquired,
but I had not considered just how much of a practical impact it had on my curriculum.
Everything about my curriculum’s structure needed to take into account the order in
which students would be capable of acquiring things. If they were not at the point where
they understood subject relatives, there would be no point in getting anywhere near
possessive relatives, for example.
I also considered headless relatives for the first time (Tallerman, 2015). I have
taught and observed other teachers teaching non-referential ‘it’ and ‘there’ before, but that
was as far as my thoughts went as far as words without referents go. Although headless
relatives (“I don’t know what you’re talking about”) do not perform exactly the same
function, it could be useful to make the connection for learners by invoking ‘it’ and
‘there’ when introducing them, which I did not consider until I started writing my project.
Project Implications
The principal implication of my project is that I believe curriculum does not need
to be centered on content-oriented units. I do not think that it would necessarily be
preferable to have all units be grammar-oriented instead, but I think it may work to have
a mix of both models in the curriculum for an entire term or school year. I have yet to see
curriculum with such a singular, intense grammar focus. Often at a given level, such as
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low intermediate, students will routinely practice the same major grammatical structures,
such as past tense, but even then I do not recall it being the focus of every activity for the
duration of the unit.
Project Limitations
My project is limited first and foremost by being untested. Without teaching it, I
cannot say that I have accounted for all the potential problems that may arise – any lesson
plan is subject to adjustments, minor or significant, when it is actually taught. Activities
that seem great on paper end up not working so well, or a large number of students are
absent, or your class is combined with another because a teacher is absent. Although
flexibility is essential even for lessons that have been taught countless times before since
the circumstances are never exactly the same, it would still allow for any larger issues to
be addressed if I could test my curriculum.
Another limitation of the project is that it covers only one grammar topic. If other
teachers like this model of curriculum, this is a relatively small piece of what would be
needed for the rest of the term. I do not recommend teaching an entire term’s worth of
curriculum in this way, with the focus on grammar, but I do think that it would be
interesting to test whether or not a mix of grammar-focused units and content-focused
units made any impact on student learning.
Implementation of Results
I will implement my project in September. I am fortunate that I have a lot of
freedom in the class I volunteer teach. I currently teach a beginning-level class, and if
that is true in September, some elements of my curriculum will need to be adjusted for
their level, but I can easily use these lesson plans with them. One thing that may be
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difficult is teaching ten lessons over the course of ten weeks, since I only teach this class
one night a week. With this schedule, I will not be able to test whether or not students
make more progress in learning the grammar point when they have intensive exposure
over a longer period of time.
I will have to wait until I do some long-term substitute teaching or have my own
class to test how well that works; however, even teaching one lesson at a time week by
week I will still be able to see how well individual lessons work. From there, I can share
my curriculum with my fellow volunteers by allowing it to be posted on the volunteer
resources page for the school.
The strength of the curriculum model I chose is that, given that it is only a slightly
modified version of the local literacy council’s curriculum, most volunteers will already
be familiar with the structure and should not be uncomfortable or confused trying to use
it. Similarly, students are also familiar with this structure and most likely will not notice
anything different about this curriculum. This model is tested and has been proven to be
easy to follow.
Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In Chapter Four I discussed my key takeaways from my project, and explained
which research from my literature review I found surprisingly critical. I listed
implications and limitations for my project, and explained how I plan to implement it and
how I will make it available for others.
The curriculum I have written focuses on teaching English relative constructions
to adult ELLs in an accessible manner, keeping in mind that many students have limited
or interrupted formal education and low literacy skills, such as the Somali-speaking
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refugee population. As teachers, we want to teach not only oral language, but also
develop literacy skills that students will need in a highly literate society such as the
United States. In researching best practices surrounding teaching these learners and
writing a curriculum with them in mind, I hope I have created a resource that may be
useful for any volunteers and teachers working in adult ESL.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Abbreviations

ABE

Adult Basic Education

EFL

English as a Foreign Language

ELL

English Language Learner

ESL

English as a Second Language

L1

First Language

L2

Second Language

S (Ss)

Student (Students)

SLA

Second Language Acquisition

SLIFE

Students with Limited or Interrupted
Formal Education

T

Teacher

TEFL

Teaching English as a Foreign
Language

VISTA

Volunteers in Service to America
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APPENDIX B
Curriculum Lesson Plans And Activities

Relative Clauses
Unit Overview:
This is a two-week unit in which learners will learn how to produce and interpret relative
clauses. Learners will encounter these structures in several different content areas
including finding a job, housing problems, travel, and food.

Unit Objectives:
Students will be able to…
…correctly produce subject relative clauses orally and in writing
…identify subject and object relative clauses aurally and in texts

Unit Outline:
Week 1:
Monday: Introduction to (subject) relative clauses
Tuesday: Relative clauses continued, focusing on relative pronouns
Wednesday: Famous Americans
Thursday: Job postings, cover letters, and résumés
Friday: Descriptive writing
Week 2:
Monday: Introduction to (object) relative clauses
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Tuesday: Housing problems
Wednesday: Travel and locations
Thursday: Winter weather
Friday: Food and culture
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (GRAMMAR): WEEK 1,
LESSON 1: Introduction to Relative Clauses
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Use relative clauses when describing pictures
Correctly assemble sentences with relative pronouns and clauses
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, Worksheet 1, Worksheet 2, sentences
for walking dictation and sentence strips, pictures (use Google Images to find about two
different pictures of groups of people), Battleships grids.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions

10 minutes

Warm-up:

T in front of whole

T: “What did you do this weekend?” Elicits answers from Ss. T

class

says what she did.

10 minutes

Lead-in/context:

T in front of whole

T: “What kind of weekend do you think is best? Weekends that

class

have nice weather are best. Weekends when I don’t have to work
are best.” T can give a few more examples if needed, and then
take answers from students, recasting using a relative
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construction where possible.

Focus on/highlight language:
15 minutes

T chooses one of the example sentences, e.g. “Weekends that are

T in front of whole

relaxing are best.” T: “What are we talking about?”

class

(“Weekends.”) T: “All weekends?” Only weekends that are
relaxing. T: “When we want to describe something, we can use
the word that. That is for things.” T writes the sentence on the
board, leaving a large space:
Weekends

are best.

T: “What kind of weekends?” Relaxing. T adds “that are
relaxing” to the sample sentence. T chooses another example
with who. (We will only use who and that during this lesson.)
Note to teachers: choose a subject example, not object. Students
will be exposed to object relatives this week, but the official
explanation and practice with the form is saved until the second
week. An example subject relative with who is “The woman who
is wearing the blue sweater is my friend.” Avoid “I saw the
woman who was wearing a blue sweater.”
T repeats the process above, explaining that we use who for
people. T has the students help with the process of breaking apart
2-3 more sentences.
Check learning:
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T has student volunteers come to the board to write a few more

Ss in front of class,

of the sample sentences as two sentences. Ss should help each

working as large

other. When Ss are finished writing, T asks class for any

group

corrections, and then confirms if sentences are correct,
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discussing any errors.
Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:
20 minutes

Ss work on two worksheets individually. Worksheet 1 gives one

Ss working

sentence, e.g. “The man who is eating ice cream is tall,” and

individually

students need to convert to two, e.g. “The man is tall. He is
eating ice cream.” Worksheet 2 gives the students two sentences
and requires them to combine them into one, connecting the
sentences with who or that. T floats and answers questions.
When students have completed their worksheets, review answers
as a class, with students taking turn reading the answers aloud.

20 minutes

Walking dictation.

Ss working in pairs

Ss form pairs (with two different L1s where possible) and
complete a walking dictation. Each member of the pair takes
turns walking to where sentences are posted on the wall, where
they read the sentence, return to their partner, and dictate the
sentence for their partner to write. Assure Ss that they can return
to the sentence as many times as they need, but they cannot read
the sentence from the wall to their partner. Ss can complete the
sentences in any order.
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25 minutes

Sentence strips.

Ss work in groups

Working in groups of 3-4, students create sentences using strips
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of paper with words or phrases from the sentences. This will be
difficult for Ss, so the sentences will be the same as the ones
from walking dictation. T floats and helps correct syntax.
20 minutes

Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

30 minutes

Describe a picture.

T in front of whole

T: “Who do you see in this picture?” T shows students a picture

class, then Ss in

and prompts them to describe the people in the picture using

pairs

phrases such as “there is a man who has a big hat.” Ss work in
pairs (with different L1s if possible) and describe a different
picture to each other. When finished with the oral practice,
students will write a paragraph describing their picture. T puts
sentence starter on board: “In the picture, there is a man who…”

20 minutes

Relative clause production.

Ss work in small

Ss work in groups of 3-4 to produce relative clauses. T writes

groups

some suggestions on the board, such as “food,” “animals,”
“neighborhoods,” and “weather.” T writes sentence starter, “The
best food is food that…” Ss go around in a circle and complete
the sentence orally.
Adapted from Busy Teacher.

20 minutes

Modified Battleship.
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Ss get in pairs (with different L1s if possible). One S has the A
grid and the other has B. Ss must ask the questions using who or
that to form relative clauses. This is not about knowledge – the
answers to the questions are provided – but about forming the
question correctly. When a S finds one of the highlighted
squares, and forms the question correctly, they get a point. The
first S to find all three highlighted squares wins.
Adapted from Busy Teacher.
Closure:

5 minutes

Self-assessment. T: “How do you feel about describing things

T in front of whole

using who and that?” T asks for thumbs up, thumbs down, or

class

thumbs sideways, corresponding to Ss’ self-confidence. Review
what the thumbs up, etc, mean, and note how students are
feeling.

Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Worksheet 1
Example: The man who is eating ice cream is tall.
A man is eating ice cream. He is tall.
1) The woman who is drinking coffee has brown hair.
A woman is _____________________________. She has ___________.
2) The boy who is riding a bike is my neighbor.
A boy is ________________________________. He is _____________.
3) The sweaters that are green are on sale.
The sweaters are ______________. They are _____________.
4) The season that I like best is fall.
One season is ____________. I like it _______________.
5) The girl who is playing in the park is my sister.
A girl is ________________________________. She is _____________.
6) The place that I like best is the library.
One place is the _______________. I like it ______________.
7) The student who is wearing a blue hijab is Fartun.
A student is _______________________________. She is ____________.
8) The food that I cook is very simple.
I cook _____________. It is very _______________.
9) The student who is wearing a red shirt is Yer.
A _________________________________. She _______________.
10) The river that runs through the Twin Cities is called the Mississippi.
A river runs __________________________. It is called _____________.
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Worksheet 2
Example: A woman is eating rice. She is happy.
The woman who is eating rice is happy.
1) A neighbor lives across the hall. She is selling her television.
The neighbor who lives ________________ is selling her television.
2) A dog is barking. It belongs to my neighbor.
The dog that is barking ________________________________.
3) A boy is eating candy. He is happy.
The boy who is eating __________ is ________________.
4) A cat is scratching the wall. It is orange.
The cat that is scratching __________________ is _______________.
5) A park is near my house. It is called Loring Park.
The park that is ____________________ is called ________________.
6) A man is wearing black pants. He is running.
The man who __________________________________ is running.
7) A baby is crying. It is hungry.
The baby that is crying _______________________________.
8) A bird is singing. It is near the window.
The bird that is __________________ is near _________________.
9) A woman is wearing a gray hat. She is shopping.
The woman who ___________________________________________.
10) A girl has black hair. She is playing soccer.
The girl who has ___________________________________________.
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Sentences
For use in walking dictation and sentence strip activity. Note for teacher:
sentences can be divided however you like, depending on the level of difficulty. Dividing
them in half may be enough of a challenge for most high-beginning and low-intermediate
learners. For more advanced students, you could separate the relative pronoun as well.

The woman who is drinking coffee has a blue hat.
The boy who is running is my son.
The shirts that have stripes are on sale.
The pizza that has mushrooms is in the kitchen.
The girl who is playing outside is my neighbor.
The student who is speaking now is Asho.
The street that our school is on is called Western Avenue.
The train that goes to our school is the Green Line.
The bus that goes down University Avenue is the 16.
The man who is drinking tea is Abdi.
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Battleship Grid A
an animal / lives in the

someone / is a famous

jungle?

Egyptian king?

a gorilla

King Tut

an animal / lives in a

a dinosaur / was very

someone / is famous in

pocket?

dangerous?

world history?

a kangaroo

the T. Rex

Genghis Khan

an author / is very

a country / is smaller than

a mountain / is in

famous?

Ethiopia?

Tanzania?

J.K. Rowling

Guatemala

Mount Kilimanjaro

a place / is very cold?

a bird / cannot fly?

Antarctica

the penguin

a fish / has sharp teeth?
a shark

an animal / lives in the
desert?
the camel

a person / was president of
a food / is healthy?

a place / is very hot?

carrots

the Sahara

the U.S.?
Barack Obama

Adapted from Busy Teacher, http://busyteacher.org/24868-relative-pronouns-battleship.html.
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Battleship Grid B
someone / is famous in

a mountain / is in

an author / is very

world history?

Tanzania?

famous?

Genghis Khan

Mount Kilimanjaro

J.K. Rowling

a country / is smaller than

a dinosaur / was very

Ethiopia?

dangerous?

a fish / has sharp teeth?
a shark
Guatemala

the T. Rex

someone / is a famous

an animal / lives in a

an animal / lives in the

Egyptian king?

pocket?

jungle?

King Tut

a kangaroo

a gorilla

a bird / cannot fly?

a place / is very hot?

the penguin

the Sahara

a person / was president of
the U.S.?
Barack Obama

an animal / lives in the
a food / is healthy?

a place / is very cold?

carrots

Antarctica

desert?
the camel

Adapted from Busy Teacher, http://busyteacher.org/24868-relative-pronouns-battleship.html.
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (GRAMMAR): WEEK 1,
LESSON 2: Relative Clauses Continued: Focus on Relative Pronouns
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Choose the correct relative pronoun depending on context
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, computer and projector, Life
Changing Moments worksheet, place cards (use Google Images to find some pre-made),
versions A and B of the info gap grid, pyramid categories.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

10 minutes

T: “What kind of a person are you? I’m a person who is very

T in front of whole

organized. I’m a person who likes to spend time alone.” T takes

class, Ss in pairs, Ss

answers from a few Ss, making sure they use the same sentence

sharing out to whole

structure. Ss then form pairs and each say at least three things

class

about themselves. T asks 2-3 students to share out about what
their partner said.
Lead-in/context:

10 minutes

T: “When we were talking about ourselves or our partners, we
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T in front of whole

were talking about people. We used who because we use who for

class

people. What do we use for things that are not people?” Ss
provide “that” or T supplies it if no one remembers. T: “Are there
other words we can use? What about when we talk about a
place?” Where. “What about when we talk about a time?” When.
“What about when we talk about the reason for something?”
Why. “Today we’re going to practice choosing the right word to
match what we’re talking about.”
Focus on/highlight language:

20 minutes

T writes sentence starters on board:

T in front of whole

“The person who…”

class

“The food that….”
“The place where…”
“The day when…”
“The reason why…”
T elicits language from Ss to complete the sentences and writes
responses on board. T asks students for other things they could
write sentences about. Ss give suggestions such as, for people,
man, woman, boy, girl, son, daughter, etc. “What do we use with
these words? Who, that, where, or when?” Who. Practice
completing sentences as a class, repeating for each of the three
remaining categories.
Check learning:
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10 minutes

T gives students a minute to think of their own sentences, then

Ss work

has each student write their sentence on the board. Ss read their

individually, then in

sentences aloud and other Ss offer feedback with T offering

large group

corrections as necessary.
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Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:
20 minutes
Ss in small groups

T writes on board:
•

___ is the day in my country when___.

•

___ is a person I know who ___.

•

___ is the room in my house where ___.

•

___ is a time of year when ___.

•

___ is the part of my town where ___.

•

___ is the reason why ___.

(Adapted from One Stop English.)
Ss work in groups of 3 or 4 and go around in a circle and
complete the sentences. Each student should answer every
question.
30 minutes

T gives Ss “Life Changing Moments” worksheet. Ss find a

Ss in pairs, then Ss

partner who speaks a different L1 and Ss take turns answering

work individually

the questions orally. Ss then work individually to write an answer
for each question. T floats and offers feedback on the grammar
point.

20 minutes

What Am I?

Ss work in pairs

Ss receive cards with pictures of a place in the community (bank,
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grocery store, gas station, etc) and rooms in a house (kitchen,
bedroom, etc). Ss work in pairs – they must choose someone they
haven’t yet worked with. One student chooses a card and holds it
in front of them so that they cannot see it but their partner can. S
must guess what card they have, e.g. “am I the room where
people sleep?” Ss take turns until they have used all the cards.
20 minutes

Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

20 minutes

Story starter.

Ss in large group

T has Ss arrange their chairs in a circle. T writes a sentence
starter on the board: “There was a little girl who…” S completes
the sentence, the next S adds another sentence, and so on. For the
first story, it may be most beneficial to go around the circle in
order. If students are comfortable, for the next story they can
choose another S at random to continue the story. Not every
sentence needs to use a relative, but T should insert at least 3-4
relatives in each story, helping Ss to recast where possible.

20 minutes

Information gap.

Ss in pairs

T passes out worksheet to Ss, with some Ss getting version A and
some B. Using occupation vocabulary, Ss complete their
worksheet with a partner who has the other version. Squares on
the grid will describe a job (“a person who cooks food”) and
students need to write the name of the job in the corresponding
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blank (“chef”).
25 minutes

Pyramid.

Whole class plays

Show Ss a clip of the actual show (search on YouTube). Play as a

together

whole class, divided into two teams. Get a volunteer from each
team to go first. T can write examples of how to format clues on
the board:
“This is something that…”
“This is someone who…”
For each correct answer, the team gets a point.
Adapted from Busy Teacher.
Closure:

5 minutes

Ss finish the sentence “I am a person who…” in writing and hand

Ss work individually to T on their way out as an exit ticket.
Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Life Changing Moments
Can you remember...
1. A day when you made a big decision?
2. A person who was important to you as a child?
3. A place where you learned something very important?
4. A reason why you have your current job?
5. A reason why you didn’t choose a different job?
6. A time when you had to choose between two important things?
7. A moment when you felt that history had been made?
8. A time when you didn’t worry about the future?
9. A place where you met someone very important to you?

Adapted from One Stop English, http://www.onestopenglish.com/grammar/grammar-reference/nouns-andphrases/relative-clauses-in-english-tips-and-activities/152834.article.
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Version A
Job

Description

Firefighter

A person who helps sick people

Teacher

A person who brings the mail

Student

A person who takes care of children
or other people

Cook

A person who fixes cars
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Version B
Job

Description
A person who puts out fires

Doctor

A person who teaches students

Mail carrier

A person who studies and learns

Caregiver

A person who prepares food

Mechanic
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Pyramid
Food

Community

Apple
Banana
Sandwich
Milk
Eggs
Meat

Bank
Gas station
Grocery store
Library
School
Pharmacy

Countries

Jobs

Somalia
Ethiopia
Laos
Thailand
Myanmar
Mexico

Doctor
Teacher
Cook
Bus driver
Cashier
Farmer

Weather

School

Sunny
Cloudy
Thunderstorm
Snow
Windy
Hail

Pencil
Paper
Notebook
Eraser
Student
English

Animals

Transportation

Camel
Lion
Tiger
Cat
Mosquito
Squirrel

Bus
Car
Light Rail
Train
Airplane
Walking
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LESSON PLAN FOR SKILLS-BASED LESSON (READING): WEEK 1, LESSON 3:
Famous Americans (Mae Jemison and César Chávez)
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Describe people using relative clauses
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard, markers, timers, copies of Mae Jemison reading,
copies of César Chávez reading.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

10 minutes

T: “Who are some famous people from your country?” T asks

T in front of whole

follow up questions, such as “why is K’naan famous?” T elicits

class

phrases using relatives such as “K’naan is a Somali artist who is
famous because he wrote the song ‘Wavin’ Flag’” or “K’naan is
a Somali artist who sings the song ‘Wavin’ Flag.’”
Pre-reading:

15 minutes

T: “Today we’re going to learn about some famous people from

T in front of whole

the United States. These are people who are famous because they

class

did important things.
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“The first person we’re going to learn about is Mae Jemison.
She was an astronaut. What does ‘astronaut’ mean?” As Ss give
suggestions, T writes on board, “an astronaut is someone who…”
and completes the sentence with student suggestions, such as:
…is a scientist.
…studies space.
…who travels to space.
T gives Ss time to copy the sentences in their notebooks.
T pre-teaches the following vocabulary by writing on the board
and defining for students: NASA, space shuttle, mission,
astronomy.
Reading Task I:
25 minutes

T: “You have 15 minutes to read about Mae Jemison. Read

Ss work

quietly. Find five things about Mae Jemison and write them in

independently

your notebook.”
After 15 minutes, bring students back together and ask for five
things they learned about Mae Jemison. Rephrase as sentences
that use relative clauses where possible, e.g. “Mae Jemison was
the first African-American woman who went to space.”
Reading Task II:

15 minutes

T reads article aloud and Ss follow along. T reads one sentence at

T in front of whole

a time and Ss repeat. T leads Ss in choral reading. T: “Find a

class, then Ss work

partner who does not speak your first language.” T helps Ss pair
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up, “two students, two languages.” This may not be possible
depending on the students present in class. Ss take turns reading
one sentence from the article. T stops them after 10 minutes.
(They will not finish the entire article.)
Reading Task III:

15 minutes

Timed reading.

Ss work in pairs

In their pairs, Ss take turns reading. One S reads and the other S
times them. The reader reads for one minute. At the end of one
minute, S stops and returns to the beginning and reads again for
another minute, trying to read a little bit more this time. Each S
should read at least 3 times. Ss help each other with
pronunciation, but remind Ss not to interrupt when the other is
reading.
Post-reading task:

20 minutes

Ss write a summary of what they read. The first 2-3 sentences
are written collaboratively by the class; T writes on board and Ss
copy. T guides Ss to an opening sentence (e.g. “Mae Jemison was
an astronaut”) and following sentence (e.g. “She was the first
African-American women who went to space”).
Ss have 15 minutes to write. T asks for 2-3 volunteers to read
their paragraphs at the end of 15 minutes.

20 minutes

Break
Pre-reading task:
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10 minutes

“Now we will read about César Chávez. He is a Mexican-

T in front of whole

American who is famous because he fought for workers’ rights.”

class

T leads students in brainstorming examples of bad working
conditions. T writes on board, “a bad job is a job that…” Sample
answers:
…doesn’t pay well.
…does not allow sick days.
…does not give benefits to workers.
…makes workers work more than 40 hours a week without
overtime pay.
…doesn’t treat workers equally.
T pre-teaches the following vocabulary by writing on the board
and defining for students: union, boycott, strike, migrant worker.
Reading task I:

5 minutes

Reading for main idea/skimming practice.

Ss work individually T asks Ss what the main idea of the reading is. Make sure they do
not give simply the topic – i.e. “César Chávez.” Explain that they
should skim. T: “Skimming is when we don’t read every word,
and we read very fast.” T narratives her own skimming process
as an example, as not reading word for word is difficult for
learners.
20 minutes

T gives Ss 15 minutes to read silently. T then reads article aloud

Ss work

and Ss follow along. T reads one sentence at a time and Ss
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repeat. T leads Ss in choral reading.
Reading task II:

15 minutes

Reading for details/scanning practice.

Ss work individually T asks a serious of questions that can be found in the reading,
e.g. “Where was César Chávez born?” Do not give the Ss longer
than 30 seconds to find the answer; the point is to practice
scanning. T narrates her own process as an example: “I know I’m
looking for ‘born.’ I don’t need to read every word; I just look for
that word because I know the answer will be near it.” Repeat
with 4-5 more questions, asking Ss to explain how they found the
answer.
Ask Ss to engage in some self-assessment around their process
by asking if they were success at finding the info and if there’s
anything they would change in the future to find the answers
faster.
Reading task III:
15 minutes

Timed reading. In their pairs, Ss take turns reading. One S reads

Ss work in pairs

and the other S times them. The reader reads for one minute. At
the end of one minute, S stops and returns to the beginning and
reads again for another minute, trying to read a little bit more this
time. Each S should read at least 3 times. Ss help each other with
pronunciation, but remind Ss not to interrupt when the other is
reading.
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Post-reading task:
20 minutes

Ss write a summary of what they read. The first 2-3 sentences

Ss work individually are written collaboratively by the class; T writes on board and Ss
copy. T guides Ss to an opening sentence (e.g. “César Chávez
was a Mexican American who fought for workers’ rights”) and
following sentence (e.g. “He was one of the leaders who fought
for Mexican American rights”).
Ss have 15 minutes to write. T asks for 2-3 volunteers to read
their paragraphs at the end of 15 minutes.
Closure:
5 minutes

Exit ticket: Ss write one thing that they learned, one thing that

Ss work individually was difficult, and one thing they are still confused about. Hand to
T on the way out of class. T reviews and follows up on confusing
items.
Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Mae Jemison
Mae Jemison was born on October 17, 1956. She is an American physician and NASA
astronaut. She became the first African-American woman to enter space when she served on the
crew of the Space Shuttle Endeavour in September 1992.
Jemison was born in Decatur, Alabama. She moved to Chicago at age three. From early
on, she was interested in science. Jemison’s parents supported her love for science and space. As
a child, she spent lots of time in the library. She read books about space, and evolution.
Jemison graduated from high school at the age of 16. She studied at Stanford University
on a scholarship. There she earned a Bachelor of Science in chemical engineering in 1977. While
at Cornell, Jemison helped people who had left their country because it was not safe to live there.
She helped run health studies in Kenya as well.
Jemison dreamed of going to space one day. While attending college, she applied for
NASA. Soon after she applied, NASA had a terrible accident on January 28, 1986. Space Shuttle
Challenger blew up soon after taking off. The astronauts were all killed. There would be no more
astronauts going into space until the scientists figured out what had happened. They chose
Jemison for a special type of instruction at NASA a year after this accident had occurred.
Jemison had to learn what to do if an emergency happened. She soon became a certified
mission specialist. Jemison’s mission was in September of 1992. She is remembered as the
member of the crew on Endeavour, an eight-day journey. This was a joint mission between the
US and Japan.
Jemison worked at NASA from 1987 to 1993. She later started The Jemison Group,
which created ALAFIYA, a satellite-based telecommunications system. This system was to be
used to bring healthcare to developing nations. She has studied astronomy, zoology, archaeology,
and many other things.
Adapted from Mae Jemison, Simple English Wikipedia, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mae_Jemison.
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César Chávez
César Chávez (March 31, 1927 – April 23, 1993) was an American farmworker, labor
leader and civil rights activist. Chávez started the National Farm Workers Association (NFWA)
along with Dolores Huerta. He wanted equal rights for Mexicans working in the United States.
This union became the United Farm Workers. He led a boycott against grape companies to gain
rights for workers. Chávez used nonviolence to make these changes. Chavez is thought of as one
of the leaders in the movement for Chicanos to gain more rights in the late-20th century.
Chávez was born near Yuma, Arizona. He graduated from the eighth grade. He did most
of his organizing in California, especially near Bakersfield. In 1965, Chávez and the NFWA
started a strike for grape-pickers in California. At the same time, he asked Americans to boycott
grapes from California. In 1970, the migrant workers won their fight for better pay.
He kept working against unfair labor rules. He stopped eating in protest three times
because of low pay and bad working conditions. When he died, he was leading another grape
boycott to stop the use of pesticides.
Chávez is respected in California and other states. In 2000, California's state legislature
started a holiday to honor him. The holiday is on March 31, Chávez's birthday. This is the first
time that a US public holiday honored a Mexican American or a union leader. Many cities have
streets or places named for him. In 1998 he was inducted into the Hall of Honor by the United
States Department of Labor.

Adapted from César Chávez, Simple English Wikipedia, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/César_Chávez.
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (GRAMMAR): WEEK 1,
LESSON 4: Relative Clauses in Job Postings, Cover Letters, and Résumés
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Use relative clauses when describing their job skills
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, ELMO, sample cover letter, sample
job postings, sentences, copies of reading.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

10 minutes

T: “Who has a job or wants to get a job in the future? What kind

T in front of whole

of job do you like? I like a job where I can wear casual clothes.”

class

T gives a few more examples using relatives. T recasts student
responses to use relatives, e.g. “you want a job where you can
work mornings.”
Lead-in/context:

5 minutes

T: “What do you need to do to find a job?” T listens to

T in front of whole

responses from Ss and makes sure to touch on look at job

class

postings, fill out an application, write a résumé, and write a
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Focus on/highlight language:
10 minutes

T projects sample job postings and focuses on language such as

T in front of whole

“the ideal candidate will be someone who…” T reviews any

class

necessary vocabulary. T then asks about jobs using the same
format, e.g. “the ideal job is a job that…” T writes on board,
underlining any relative pronouns. “Why is this one who and
this one that?” Make sure students remember who is for people,
that is for things.
Check learning:

10 minutes

T asks students to turn to their neighbor and say at least five

Ss work in pairs

things about their strengths in the workforce, using the sentence
starter “I’m an employee who…” or “I’m a worker who…” T
floats to make sure students are constructing the sentences
correctly and completing them in a way that makes sense. T
then asks student to do the same thing using the sentence starter
“I want a job that…” T floats.
Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:

20 minutes

T: “What is a cover letter? How do we write a good cover

Ss work individually letter?” T projects cover letter on board.
Ss write their own cover letters, working individually while T
floats. For lower-level Ss, they can copy the teacher’s cover
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letter and practice writing instead of coming up with their own.
15 minutes

Twenty questions.

T in front of whole

T thinks of a job that is familiar to learners. T explains to Ss that

class

they must try to figure out which job she is thinking of. They
have 20 questions to figure it out. T models example questions:
“Is it a job that involves working with children? Is it a job where
you work in a store?” T writes sentence starters on the board to
help learners:
“Is it a job where…”
“Is it a job that…”
Ss do not have two ask all 20 of the questions using relatives,
but the majority of the questions should be structured as such.
Refer Ss to the samples on the board if they get stuck. Repeat a
few times. For an added challenge, have a student think of the
next place and take questions from the others.

15 minutes

Sentence strips.

Ss work in small

Ss work in small groups to match sentence strips together. For

groups

an added challenge, remove the relative pronouns so that Ss
need to decide on their own if it should be who or that.

20 minutes

Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

10 minutes

T: “What are some good habits for an interview? What are some

T in front of whole

bad habits for an interview?” T elicits answers from students
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and writes on board. T recasts where possible to give students
more exposure to relative constructions, e.g. S says, “being
late,” T recasts with, “yes, a person who is late to an interview
does not look like a good worker.”
Practice interviews.

15 minutes

T conducts practice interview with a classroom volunteer (if

T and S in front of

possible) or a student. Class gives feedback after the interview

class

of what was good and what could be improved.

30 minutes

Ss work in threes and conduct practice interviews using the

Ss in groups of 3

provided questions and must ask at least three of their own
questions. One student is the interviewer, one is the
interviewee, and one observes. At the end of the interview, the
observer provides feedback. Each group rotates twice so that
each member plays each of the three roles. T floats and provides
feedback.
Short reading and worksheet.

25 minutes

Ss read silently for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, T reads

T in front of whole

through once aloud with Ss following along. T then reads

class

sentence by sentence and Ss repeat. Finally, T and Ss complete a
choral read. Discuss any confusing vocabulary.

20 minutes

Ss work in pairs. Ss take turns reading the article to each other,

Ss work in pairs

focusing on pronunciation. Ss work together to answer
questions on the worksheet. T floats and assists.
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Closure:
5 minutes

T: “What is one new things about interviews that you learned

T to whole class

today?”

Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Job Postings
Data Entry Specialist
Seeking a candidate who…
Has a two-year degree
Has two years of experience
Knows computers and spreadsheet applications
Has excellent organizational skills
Has excellent customer service skills and communication skills
Can manage multiple job tasks and projects
Can pass a background check and drug screening

Maintenance Associate/Assistant Driver
This employee is someone who will…
Perform general repairs
Assist in maintaining storage and work areas
Drive company vehicles for pick up and deliveries
Perform seasonal snow removal using a snowplow
We are seeking someone who…
Has a High School Diploma or GED
Has a certificate in plumbing, electricity or building maintenance
Has a DOT Health Card must be attainable
Can serve on-call when required
Can lift and move 50lbs
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Cover Letter Sample
Dear Human Resources,

I was very excited to see the posting for a customer service representative. I love working
with customers and I have a lot of experience.

I have many years' experience in customer service. I worked for five years as a cashier at
a grocery store. After that, I worked for seven years as a customer service representative
at a department store.

I am good at managing multiple tasks and projects at the same time and completing them
quickly and correctly. I am also flexible and always willing to pitch in where needed.

I am enthusiastic about quality customer service. Thank you for your time and
consideration.

Best,

Name
Email
Phone
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Sentences
A doctor is someone who
Helps sick people.
A maintenance person is someone who
Fixes problems in buildings.
A cashier is someone who
Completes transactions in stores.
A librarian is someone who
Helps people at the library.
A bus driver is someone who
Drives a bus.
A gardener is someone who
Takes care of yards and gardens.
A pharmacist is someone who
Prepares medicines.
A chef is someone who
Prepares food.
A housekeeper is someone who
Cleans houses.
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Reading
Medical Professions
A medical doctor (also called a physician) is a person who practices medicine to
treat illness and injuries. A doctor is a person who saves the live of people. If any person
gets a disease, the first person who cures the disease is a doctor.
A nurse is a person who is trained to help people who are sick or injured. Nurses
work with doctors and other health care workers to make patients well and to keep them
fit and healthy.
A pharmacist is a person who works in a pharmacy. Pharmacists have to be
trained to work there. They know about the drugs. Pharmacists interact with customers,
give the prescribed medication, and tell the customers about the drugs.
Dentists are doctors who find out what's wrong, fix, and help prevent problems
with teeth. A dentist has other people who help him or her with their job. Dental
hygienists help people keep their teeth clean. A dental assistant helps the dentist when
they are treating a patient.
1) What is the job that involves fixing teeth?
2) What is the job that involves knowing about drugs?
3) What are the jobs that involve working with doctors?
4) What is the job that involves curing diseases?

Adapted from Medical Doctor, Nurse, Pharmacist, and Dentistry, Simple English Wikipedia,
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_doctor, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nurse,
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharmacist, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dentistry.
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LESSON PLAN FOR SKILLS-BASED LESSON (WRITING): WEEK 1, LESSON 5:
Descriptive Writing
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Write using relative clauses
Write an essay with basic five-paragraph structure, provide basic feedback, and
self-edit
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and makers, pictures (use Google Images to find
about three pictures of different events such as a wedding, citizenship ceremony, etc),
sample essay.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

10 minutes

T: “What are some big days in your life?” Weddings,

T in front of whole

graduations, getting a new job, voting for the first time,

class

becoming a citizen, etc. “Why are these days that are important?”
Pre-writing:

10 minutes

T: “Today we’re going to write about an important day in your

T in front of whole

life. You choose what you want to write.” T projects her example
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and reads one time. (You will return to it later.)

20 minutes

Describe a picture.

T in front of whole

T shows a picture of a wedding to the class. T: “What is this?”

class

Wedding. T: “A wedding is an important day when two people

90

get married. Is this what weddings look like in your country?
How are they the same and how are they different?” T takes
answers from Ss. T: “Let’s describe this picture. Remember that
‘describe’ means to give more information. What do you see in
this picture?” T prompts students to answer using structure “I see
a woman who is wearing a white dress.” T repeats with
graduation picture and citizenship ceremony picture, first asking
students what the picture is, asking them to compare to their
home country, and finally describing in more detail using
sentences with relative clauses.
15 minutes

T reads her sample essay again. T: “Listen for the things that

T in front of whole

happen.” After reading once, T asks Ss what the “important day”

class

described in the essay is. T then asks for a few details. T then
reads essay again and asks if Ss have more details to add. If time,
do a third reading, a choral read with the class.
Writing Task I:

10 minutes

Writing introductory paragraph.

T in front of whole

T writes on board: “An important day in my life was when…”

class

and has Ss copy. T gives students a minute to complete the
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sentence on their own, walks around and makes sure everyone
understands. T writes on board: “This was an important day
because…” T gives students time to copy and complete the
sentence, again walking around and checking each student’s
work.
Writing Task II:
30 minutes

Brainstorming and writing body paragraphs.

T in front of whole

T tells Ss they need three things to talk about for their essay. T

class, Ss have quiet

writes on board 1, 2, 3 and leads the class in brainstorming a few

independent work

ideas. Ss then work independently to think of three ideas on their

time

own. T checks their work. T then writes on board: “It was a day
where…” and explains that Ss need to explain the context. T
gives Ss time to copy and complete the sentence, walks around
and checks their work. T then allows independent work time
while Ss continue writing. Remind Ss that they do not need to
worry about grammar or spelling; just write as much as they can.
Allow ample writing time as some students are less comfortable
using a pencil and will write slowly.

20 minutes

Break
Writing Task III:

10 minutes

Write conclusion.

T in front of whole

T: “We need to write one more paragraph. This paragraph is the

class.

conclusion. That means it repeats the important information.” T
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writes on board: “An important day in my life was when…” Ss
copy and complete. T writes on board: “It was important
because…” Ss copy and complete.
20 minutes

Self-editing.

Ss have quiet

T: “When we write, we check our work. Sometimes we make

independent work

mistakes. Read your essay and fix any mistakes you see. Ask me

time

if you have a question or need help with spelling.” T should give
Ss at least 10 minutes of independent work time so that they can
work on developing self-feedback and editing skills. After 10
minutes, T can float and assist – most Ss have not had extensive
formal education, so this sort of writing task will be new and
difficult for them. T can offer suggestions for things that need
correcting and guide Ss through the process. Reminder to T to
keep moving and only fix one thing per student.
Post-writing task:

15 minutes

Share with a partner. Ss pair up (with different L1s if possible)

Ss working in pairs

and read their essays to each other. T reminds Ss that when their
partner is reading, they are silent. When each S has read his/her
essay to their partner, they should offer their thoughts. Things
they liked, things that were interesting, questions they have.

20 minutes

Peer editing.

Ss working

Ss exchange essays. T: “Read one time. No pencils. Just read.”

individually

When Ss have read their partner’s essay through once, T instructs
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them to read again and circle things that need to be fixed – wrong
spelling, wrong grammar. At this level, do not try to have Ss look
for structural issues; this is beyond their current writing skills.
Spelling and grammar is more concrete. Remind Ss not to make
the corrections for their partner; they should only circle any
problems. T floats and assists.
20 minutes

Revision.

Ss working

Ss return essays to their partners. Ss go through their essays

individually and

looking for the circles and make corrections. They can ask their

with their partner

partner for explanation and/or assistance. T continues to float and
help.

5 minutes

Self-evaluation.

Ss working

When finished, T asks students to write (at the bottom of their

individually

essays) one thing they did well and one thing they would like to
improve. T collects the essays for reading.

5 minutes

Closure:

T in front of whole

T: “Thank you for your hard work today. Writing is not easy.

class

What is one thing that you enjoyed? What is one thing that was
hard?”

Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Teacher Sample Essay
An Important Day in My Life
An important day in my life was when I quit my job. It was important
because I went back to school, got a new job, and started volunteering.
I had a job that I did not like. I worked there for five years. One day, I
decided to quit. It was an important day when I left my job. I went back to
college, where I learned new things. I learned how to teach English to people
who are from other countries.
I got a new job. My new job was teaching reading to children who
needed extra help. I still have this job. I like my job because I help students
who with reading. Reading is very important.
When I quit my job, I also started volunteering. I love to volunteer. I
teach English. I tutor students who need help with English, math, and
citizenship. I also volunteer at a museum, where I sell tickets to people who
want to visit the museum.
It was a very important day for me when I quit my old job. Because I
quit my old job, I went back to school, got a new job, and started
volunteering. Now my life is much better and I am happy.
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (FUNCTION): WEEK 2,
LESSON 1: Introduction to (object) relative clauses
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Create sentences using relative clauses in the object position
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, ELMO, cloze worksheet, jumble
sentences worksheet, mingle grids, walking dictation sentences, reading, pictures (use
Google Images to find about three pictures of groups of people doing different activities).

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

5 minutes

T asks students who they saw over the weekend. T gives some

T in front of whole

examples and elicits answers from Ss such as “I saw a woman

class

who was wearing a red skirt,” “I saw a boy who was eating a
banana,” etc.
Lead-in/context:

5 minutes

T continues talking about weekend and transitions to descriptions

T in front of whole

such as, “I saw a person who…” and “I went to a store that…” T

class

elicits similar phrases from students, writes some examples on
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board.

Focus on/highlight language:
10 minutes

Explicit grammar explanation. T reviews basic sentence

T leading whole

structure, subject-verb-object. T should use these terms but also

class

explain them for Ss. T writes example sentence on the board: “I
saw a boy who was riding a bike.” T: “Who is this sentence
about?” This will be confusing for Ss, many of whom might say
“the boy.” T: “In English, usually the subject of the sentence is
the first thing in the sentence. What is the first word in this
sentence?” I. T: “The subject of the sentence is ‘I.’ That means
this sentence is about ‘I.’ The next part of the sentence is what
we call the verb. This means the action or the thing the subject
does. What is the verb in this sentence?” Saw. T: “Now we need
to think about what I saw. What did I see?” A boy. T: “What did
we learn last week? When we need to give more information
about something, we can use words like who or that to add more
information. What is the extra information we have about the
boy?” The boy is riding a bike. T reads the sentence again and
reviews with Ss: “Who is the sentence about? What is the action?
Who did I see? Who is riding the bike?”

10 minutes

Describe a picture.

T in front of whole

T holds up picture for the whole class to see and projects on
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screen using ELMO. T: “What do you see? I see…” Allow Ss a
minute to answer however they’d like, but then make sure they
are answering in the format “I see a man, woman, girl, boy, etc
who…”
Check learning:

10 minutes

Create a sentence. T leads students in creating sentences about

T in front of whole

objects in the room. “I see…” a pencil that is red, a pencil

class

sharpener that is on the table, a student who is writing, etc.
Review relative pronouns and sentence structure. For simplicity,
keep the subject as I in these sentences.
Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:

25 minutes

Cloze activity.

T in front of whole

Pass out cloze worksheet to learners. Do the first few blanks

class, then Ss work

together. Students may struggle with the idea that there is more

in pairs

than one possible answer for some of the blanks. If Ss struggle
too much, T can complete the entire worksheet as a class. If Ss
seem like they can have a bit more of a challenge, they can
complete the worksheet with a partner. Review answers as a
class.

15 minutes

Jumbled sentences.

Ss work

T passes out worksheet and Ss complete independently. T floats

independently

and assists. It’s okay if Ss ask each other for help.

20 minutes

Short reading and worksheet.
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T in front of whole

T passes out worksheet and gives Ss about 5 minutes to read

class, Ss work

independently. T then reads aloud while Ss follow along,

independently

followed by Ss repeating as T reads one sentence at a time,
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followed by choral reading. Ss work independently or with a
neighbor to answer the questions. Go over the answers as a class.
20 minutes

Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

20 minutes

Mingle grid. Review of subject relatives.

Ss mingle

T passes out mingle grid. Squares on the grid have descriptions
such as “someone who has lived in South America,” “someone
who has seen a lion,” etc. Ss mingle and find a person who fits
each description. When most students have found someone for
most squares, T brings class back together and asks for a few
answers.

20 minutes

Describe a picture.

Ss work in pairs

T passes out a picture to each student (version A and version B).
Students pairs up so that there is one A and B in each pair.
Student A describes his/her picture to their partner, who cannot
see it, and the partner draws it, e.g. “there is a man who is
wearing a big hat. Next to the man I see a boy who is riding a
bike.” When finished, Ss compare the picture and the drawing.

25 minutes

Writing practice.

Ss work

Ss write about the same picture they described. T floats and
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assists. This should be fairly free writing practice, so T reminds
Ss that they should not stop writing and that they should not
worry too much about grammar and spelling. T does not offer
grammar feedback except for assisting with the construction of
relatives.

20 minutes

Walking dictation.

Ss work in pairs

Ss pair up (with different L1s if possible) and complete a
walking dictation. This activity was used earlier in the unit, but
review the rules with Ss. Sentences are the same as those from
the jumbled sentence activity.
Closure:

5 minutes

T: “I see a student who is writing.” Points to student. “I see a

T in front of whole

student who is listening.” Points to student. T calls on a few

class

volunteers to say their own sentences about classmates.
Self-assessment: Exit ticket.
Ss write one of their sentences one a slip of paper and hand to T
on their way out the door.

Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Cloze: Teacher Copy
Holidays in the United States
New Year's Day is a holiday that many countries celebrate. In the
United States, New Year’s Day is celebrated on January 1. The new year is
an event that happens when a culture celebrates the end of one year and the
beginning of the next.
Memorial Day is a national holiday in the United States. The holiday
honors troops who have died in past wars like World War I and the Korean
War. Memorial Day was first held in 1865 after the American Civil War.
Independence Day, or the Fourth of July, is a holiday that celebrates
the adoption of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, when the
United States declared independence from Great Britain. On Independence
Day there are events that celebrate the history, government, and traditions of
the United States.
Labor Day is a holiday in the United States that is celebrated on the
first Monday of September. This is a holiday that honors workers. Many
businesses close on Labor Day.

Adapted from New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day (United States), and Labor Day, Simple English
Wikipedia, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Day, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorial_Day,
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_Day_(United_States), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labor_Day.
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Cloze: Student Copy
Holidays in the United States
New Year's Day is a holiday that many countries _____________. In
the United States, ______________ is celebrated on January 1. The new
year is an event that happens when a culture celebrates the end of one year
and the beginning of the next.
Memorial Day is a national holiday in the United ___________. The
holiday honors ____________ who have died in past wars like World War I
and the Korean War. Memorial Day was first held in 1865 after the
American Civil War.
Independence Day, or the Fourth of July, is a holiday that celebrates
the ___________ of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776, when
the United States declared independence from Great Britain. On
Independence Day there are events that _____________ the history,
government, and traditions of the United States.
Labor Day is a __________ in the United States that is celebrated on
the first Monday of September. This is a holiday that __________ workers.
Many businesses close on Labor Day.
Adapted from New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day (United States), and Labor Day, Simple English
Wikipedia, https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Day, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorial_Day,
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independence_Day_(United_States), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labor_Day.
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Jumbled Sentences
1) who is / is tall / running / the man
_________________________________________________.
2) is singing / who / is my neighbor / the woman
_________________________________________________.
3) that live / are called / in the lake / the fish / pike
_________________________________________________.
4) on the left / the house / is my sister’s / that is
_________________________________________________.
5) is smiling / the girl / is eating cake / who
_________________________________________________.
6) has red hair / who / the boy / is my son.
_________________________________________________.
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Mingle Grid

Someone who
has lived in Asia

Someone who
has seen a lion

Someone who
has children

Someone who
likes to read

Someone who
speaks more
than three
languages

Someone who
likes to cook

Someone who
likes to exercise

Someone who
doesn’t have
children

Someone who
has lived in
Minnesota for
more than 5
years

Someone who
has lived in
Minnesota for
less than 6
months

Someone who
likes winter

Someone who
has lived in
Africa

Someone who
has a pet

Someone who
has lived in a
state other than
Minnesota

Someone who
lives in an
apartment

Someone who
has a car
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Walking Dictation
The man who is running is tall.
The woman who is singing is my neighbor.
The fish that live in the lake are called pike.
The house that is on the left is my sister’s.
The girl who is eating cake is smiling.
The boy who has red hair is my son.
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Reading
In the Park
I like to go to the park on the weekend. I see many different people
there. Today I see a family that has three children. There is a boy who is
playing Frisbee and a girl who is riding a bike. There is a baby who is sitting
on her mother’s lap.
I see a man and a woman who are walking next to the lake. They have
two dogs. There is a dog that has black spots, and the other dog is brown.
There are many different kinds of birds in the park. Some of the birds
are ducks. I see a girl who is feeding bread to the ducks. I see dogs that are
chasing some of the ducks. There are also pigeons and geese.
I see two men who are playing chess. There are three other people
who are watching them. Near the chess game, there is a basketball court.
There are some boys who are playing basketball.

1) Who is playing chess?
2) What are the man and woman doing?
3) What is the baby doing?
4) What do the dogs look like?
5) Who is playing basketball?
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (GRAMMAR): WEEK 2,
LESSON 2: Housing Problems
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Create sentences using relative clauses in the object position
Describe household problems using relative clauses
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, ELMO, sentence starters, sentences
for peer dictation, cloze worksheet, mingle grid, info gap sheets, picture of household
problems (use Google Images).

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

5 minutes

T: “Do you sometimes have a problem at your house or

T in front of whole

apartment? What problems do you have?” Don’t worry about the

class

structure of the responses at this point.
Lead-in/context:

5 minutes

T recaps possible problems, using (object) relative constructions,

T in front of whole

such as “you have a window that is broken, you have a pipe that

class

is leaking,” etc. T: “What do you do if you have a problem?”
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Call the landlord, call a repairperson.
Focus on/highlight language:
10 minutes

T: “What are we learning this week?” How to give more

T in front of the

information about things. T: “When you have a problem with

whole class

something in your house and call the landlord, you need to give
information about the problem.” T writes some example
sentences on the board:
I have a broken window.
I have a leaking ceiling.
I have a leaking pipe.
I have a broken lock.
T: “We can say these sentences another way. Let’s practice using
the word that like we have been learning.”
I have a broken window…
I have a window that is broken.
I have a leaking ceiling.
I have a ceiling that is leaking.
And so on.
Check learning:

10 minutes

Create a sentence.

Ss work in pairs

T passes out slips of paper with sentence starters such as “I have
a toilet that…” and students work in pairs to complete the
sentences, e.g. “…won’t stop running.” One S draws a slip, and
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the other completes the sentence, helping each other as needed. T
floats and offers feedback on form.
Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:
25 minutes

Peer dictation.

One S at a time in

Ss volunteer to read a sentence while other students write it in

front of whole class

their notebooks. Tell students that they will hear each sentence at
least three times. Remind the reader to read slowly and clearly.
Limit students to reading no more than 1-2 sentences (depending
on the number of students in class). When finished, have Ss
volunteer to write one of the sentences on the board. They cannot
write one that they read. When all sentences are on the board, go
over them as a class and make any necessary corrections.

15 minutes

Memory.

Ss work in pairs

Ss play Memory in pairs: T hands on cards with pictures of
household problems on half of the cards and the start of a
sentence on the other half, e.g. “I have a window that…” When
students find a match, in order to successfully get the point, they
must complete the sentence. Note to T: you can use the cards
from the info gap activity and cut the pictures from the larger
picture.

15 minutes

Cloze activity.

Ss work

Pass out cloze worksheet to learners. Do the first few blanks

independently

together; even though we’ve done other cloze exercises in this
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unit, Ss may struggle with the idea that there is more than one
possible answer. After doing a few together as a class, Ss
continue to work independently to complete the worksheet.
Review answers as a class.
10 minutes

Reading with partner.

Ss work in pairs

Students read their cloze paragraph aloud to a partner, focusing
on pronunciation. T floats and offers feedback.

10 minutes

Choral reading. Focus on sentence stress.

T in front of whole

T reads cloze paragraph aloud to students and asks them to listen

class

for sentence stress. Review stress with students: “Stress means
parts of a word or sentence that are louder, longer, or higher than
the rest.” T gives a few examples, perhaps using yes-no questions
to demonstrate higher pitch. T: “In English, stress is part of
pronunciation. If you do not stress words in the right places, it
can be hard for people to understand you.” T reads cloze
paragraph again, pausing after each sentence to discuss stress
patterns. Be sure to note any reductions, e.g. how “I’m going to
go” is almost always pronounced as “I’m going da go” or “I’m
gonna go.” Finish was a choral reading. T uses gestures to
indicate high/low pitch and louder/softer.

20 minutes

Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

15 minutes

Info gap.
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Ss work in small

Ss work with a partner, with one S having version A and the

groups

other B. The S missing the description of the problem should ask
the question, e.g. “What is the problem with your toilet?” “I have
a toilet that won’t stop running.”

10 minutes

Story starter.

Ss in large group

T starts off a story: “It was a day when there was a big storm
and…” Ss add sentences one by one to complete the story,
describing a household problem, e.g. “…the window started
leaking. I called the landlord and said, ‘I have a problem. I have
a window that has a leak in it.”

25 minutes

Writing practice – story.

Ss working

Ss write a version of the story that was told by the class. T

individual

reminds them not to worry too much about grammar or spelling;
just write as much as possible during the allotted time. T floats
and assists, keeping grammar feedback focused on relative
constructions.

20 minutes

Mingle grid.

Ss mingle

T hands out slips of paper to Ss with a household item written on
it. (T can use an extra copy of the peer dictation sentences or
simply write them by hand.) Ss must come up with a sentence
explaining the problem with their item. Ss need to ask at least 7
students about their problem and record the info on their grid.

15 minutes

Flyswatter game.
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Ss play as two

Using ELMO, project the picture of household problems. T

teams, with two Ss

describes the problem, e.g. “There is a window that is broken.”

at the front of the

Ss are divided into two teams. A representative from each team

room for each round

comes to the from of the room. With a flyswatter, the Ss must
swat the image that corresponds to what T says. First S to do so
gets a point for their team. After Ss have played a few rounds
successfully, for an added challenge T can have a volunteer S
describe one of the problems depicted, using a relative structure.
Closure:

5 minutes

Self-assessment: Ss write one thing they learned and one thing

Ss work individually they’re still confused about. T collects, taking note of the
confusing things for review.
Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Peer Dictation
Note for teachers: these sentences can also be used for the sentence creation
activity; cut off the sentence after the relative pronoun.

1) I have a toilet that won’t stop running.
2) I have a facet that won’t stop dripping.
3) I have an air conditioner that won’t turn on.
4) I have a heater that won’t turn off.
5) I have a window that won’t lock.
6) I have a screen that has a hole in it.
7) I have a light bulb that won’t turn on.
8) I have a pipe that won’t stop leaking.
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Cloze: Teacher Copy
A Problem in the Apartment
María woke up to the sound drip, drip, drip. “Oh, no!” thought María.
“There is a leak.” María and her roommate Mao looked for the leak. Mao
looked upstairs.
“The ceiling is not leaking. There are three windows upstairs that are
not leaking. Where is the leak?” asked Mao. María looked downstairs. She
looked at the pipes that were in the kitchen. No leak.
She looked in the bathroom. There was the leak! The bathtub facet
was leaking. María called the landlord.
“I have a problem,” said María. “I have a bathtub facet that won’t stop
leaking.”
“No problem,” answered the landlord. “I will come fix it tomorrow
morning.”
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Cloze: Student Copy
A Problem in the Apartment
María woke up to the sound drip, drip, drip. “Oh, no!” thought María.
“There is a ___________.” María and her roommate Mao looked for the
leak. Mao ________________ upstairs.
“The ceiling is not leaking. There are three windows upstairs that are
not leaking. ____________ is the leak?” asked Mao. María looked
_______________. She looked at the pipes that were in the kitchen. No leak.
She looked in the bathroom. There was the leak! The bathtub
_________ was leaking. María ____________ the landlord.
“I have a ____________,” said María. “I have a bathtub facet that
won’t stop _________________.”
“No problem,” answered the ___________. “I will come _________ it
tomorrow morning.”
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Version A
Household Item

Problem

I have a toilet

that won’t lock.

I have paint

that’s cracked.

I have a facet

that won’t turn on.

I have a drain

that’s stuck.
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Version B
Household Item

Problem
that won’t stop running.

I have a door

that’s peeling off the wall.

I have a window

that’s dripping.

I have a light bulb

that’s clogged.

I have a window
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Mingle Grid

Name

Item

Problem
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LESSON PLAN FOR SKILLS-BASED LESSON (LISTENING AND WRITING):
WEEK 2, LESSON 3: Travel and Locations
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Describe places using relative clauses
Materials and Equipment: Audio (or transcript), pictures (use Google Images to find
about four different places, such as a desert, a jungle, a big city, etc), copies of test.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

5 minutes

T: “Where have you lived? Where have you traveled?” T takes

T in front of whole

some answers from Ss. T: “What kind of places do you like? I

class

like places that are not too hot. I don’t like places that are really
cold.” T takes answers from Ss, and prompts them to answer
using relatives (relative pronouns that or where).
Pre-listening:

10 minutes

Describe a picture.

T in front of whole

T has pictures of 3-4 different places. T: “What can we see about

class

this place?” This is a place that is hot, this is a place that has a
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lot of trees, etc.
15 minutes

Twenty questions.

T in front of whole

T thinks of a place that is familiar to learners – a country, a place

group

in the community, etc. T explains to Ss that they must try to
figure out which place she is thinking of. They have 20 questions
to figure it out. T models example questions: “Is it a place that
has four seasons? Is it a place where people go to buy food?” T
writes sentence starters on the board to help learners:
“Is it a place where…”
“Is it a place that…”
Ss do not have two ask all 20 of the questions using relatives, but
the majority of the questions should be structured as such. Refer
Ss to the samples on the board if they get stuck. Repeat a few
times. For an added challenge, have a student think of the next
place and take questions from the others.

15 minutes

Pre-test.

Ss work

Remind Ss that they may not know any of the answers and that’s

independently

okay because we will listen and learn the answers later.
Listening Task I:

10 minutes

Listen for the main idea. Before playing the audio, T asks Ss

Ss work in pairs

what “main idea” means and makes sure they understand what
they’re listening for. Play audio two times. T: “What is the main
idea of what we listened to?” Give Ss a few minutes to discuss
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with a neighbor. Note for teacher: make sure Ss give something
beyond topic, i.e. “Minnesota,” but nothing too detailed. Giving
a main idea is a new skill for many of them.
Listening Task II:
10 minutes

Listening for details. T: “Who lived in Minnesota before the

T in front of whole

Europeans?” T plays audio, asks for answer, plays again if

class

necessary. Repeats with another 1-2 questions, such as “what are
some things that are important about the Twin Cities? What are
some things that are true about people from Minnesota?”
Listening Task III:

10 minutes

Transcription/dictation. T plays just the first paragraph (three

Ss work individually sentences) of the audio and Ss transcribe. Ss have done dictations
earlier in the unit and should be familiar, but make sure they
understand that they must write what they hear and that they will
hear the audio multiple times.
20 minutes

Break
Post-listening task:

10 minutes

Post-test. Ss take the same test. Go over answers as a class. T

Ss work individually returns pre-tests so Ss can see how they’ve improved and selfassess how much they learned.
Writing practice:
5 minutes

T: “It’s your turn to write about your home country. First we will

Ss work individually brainstorm, which means to think of ideas. In your notebook,
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write three things about your country you want to talk about,
such as the weather, plants and animals, and what people do for
jobs.” T floats and assists.
Writing Task I:
5 minutes

Writing introductory paragraph.

Ss work individually T writes on board: “[home country] is a country that is
located…” and has Ss copy. T gives students a minute to
complete the sentence on their own, walks around and makes
sure everyone understands. T writes an example on board:
“[home country] is near the ocean, is very hot, and most people
who live there are farmers.” T tells Ss to write their own sentence
about what they will talk about in their essay, floats and assists.
Writing Task II:
15 minutes

Writing body paragraphs.

Ss work

T tells Ss they will write 3 paragraphs, one for each of the ideas

independently

they thought of. T then allows independent work time while Ss
continue writing. Remind Ss that they do not need to worry about
grammar or spelling; just write as much as they can. Allow
ample writing time as some students do not have extensive
writing experience.
Writing Task III:

5 minutes

Write conclusion.

Ss work

T: “We need to write one more paragraph. This paragraph is the
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conclusion. That means it repeats the important information.” T
writes on board: “[home country] is…” Ss copy and complete.

10 minutes

Self-editing.

Ss work

T: “When we write, we check our work. Sometimes we make

independently

mistakes. Read your essay and fix any mistakes you see. Ask me
if you have a question or need help with spelling.” T should give
Ss at least 10 minutes of independent work time so that they can
work on developing self-feedback and editing skills. After 10
minutes, T can float and assist. T can offer suggestions for things
that need correcting and guide Ss through the process. Reminder
to T to keep moving and only fix one thing per student.
Post-writing task:

10 minutes

Share with a partner. Ss pair up (with different L1s if possible)

Ss work in pairs

and read their essays to each other. T reminds Ss that when their
partner is reading, they are silent. When each S has read his/her
essay to their partner, they should offer their thoughts. Things
they liked, things that were interesting, questions they have.

10 minutes

Peer editing.

Ss work in pairs

Ss exchange essays. T: “Read one time. No pencils. Just read.”
When Ss have read their partner’s essay through once, T instructs
them to read again and circle things that need to be fixed – wrong
spelling, wrong grammar. At this level, do not try to have Ss look
for structural issues; this is beyond their current writing skills.
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Spelling and grammar is more concrete. Remind Ss not to make
the corrections for their partner; they should only circle any
problems. T floats and assists.
10 minutes

Revision.

Ss work individually Ss return essays to their partners. Ss go through their essays
looking for the circles and make corrections. They can ask their
partner for explanation and/or assistance. T continues to float and
help.
Closure
5 minutes

Self-evaluation. When finished, T asks students to write (at the

Ss work individually bottom of their essays) one thing they did well and one thing
they would like to improve. T collects the essays for reading.
Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Test
1) Minnesota is a state that is located…
a. In the Pacific Northwest
b. On the East Coast
c. In the South
d. In the Midwest
2) Most people who live in Minnesota live in…
a. Rochester
b. Duluth
c. The Twin Cities
d. The Iron Range
3) The ________________ were the people who lived in Minnesota before the
Europeans.
a. Ojibwe and Dakota
b. Scandinavians and Germans
c. Latin Americans
d. East Africans
4) The people who live in Minnesota are…
a. Educated
b. Happy
c. Wealthy
d. A and C
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Audio Transcript
Note to teachers: try to record this audio if possible, perhaps using someone other
than yourself to read it. If not possible, then simply read to the class.

Minnesota
Minnesota is a state that is located in the midwestern and northern regions of the
United States. Minnesota became the 32nd U.S. state on May 11, 1858. The state has a
large number of lakes, which give it the slogan “Land of 10,000 Lakes.”
Minnesota is the 12th largest in area and the 21st most populous of the U.S. states.
Nearly 60 percent of all people who live in Minnesota live in the Twin Cities, which is
the center of transportation, business, education, government, and arts.
Minnesota has a population that is known for civic participation and voter turnout.
Until European settlement, the Dakota and Ojibwe lived in Minnesota. During the 19th
and early 20th centuries, a large number of European settlers entered the state who had
mainly emigrated from Scandinavia and Germany. In recent decades, immigration from
Asia, the Horn of Africa, the Middle East and Latin America has broadened its historic
demographic and cultural composition.
Minnesota's standard of living is among the highest in the United States, and the
people who live in Minnesota are some of the best-educated and wealthiest in the nation.

Adapted from Minnesota, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minnesota.
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LESSON PLAN FOR LANGUAGE POINT LESSON (GRAMMAR): WEEK 2,
LESSON 4: Winter Weather
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Use relative clauses to describe weather and clothing
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, ball, weather worksheet, dictation
sentences, weather vocabulary cards.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions
Warm-up/review:

10 minutes

T: “What kind of weather do you like? What kind of weather

T in front of whole

don’t you like?” Push students to use better vocabulary than

class

good, bad, hot, cold. Review weather vocabulary as necessary –
rain(y), sun(ny), storm(y), hail, blizzard, wind(y), cloud(y),
lightning, thunder, snow(y), etc. T prompts students to answer
using a relative construction: “I think weather that…”
Lead-in/context:

10 minutes

T: “Is the weather here the same or different as your home

T in front of whole

country?” T takes answers from a few students, ideally
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describing at least three different countries.
T: “Did you have winter in your country?” Ss can shout out yes
or no or raise a hand. T: “What kind of winters does Minnesota
have?” Answers should be in the format “Minnesota has winters
that…” are long, have a lot of snow, are cold, etc. T: “Do we
need to wear special clothes in the winter?” Yes!
Focus on/highlight language:

10 minutes

T: “What do we need to wear in winter?” Ss can shout out

T in front of whole

answers, coat, hat, boots, gloves, etc. T: “This week, we are

class

learning how to give more information about the things we talk
about. Let’s talk about our winter clothes. For winter I need…” T
writes a few examples on the board:
a coat that has a hood.
boots that don’t slip on the ice.
T solicits additional answers from students and writes on board,
using a relative each time.
Check learning:

15 minutes

Ss form groups of 3-4 and go around in a circle describing

Ss in small groups

clothes, starting with “I need” (students can repeat examples
from board if needed). T floats. When students have successfully
given a couple of examples, T writes a new prompt on the board:
“I have…” after about 5 minutes, T changes prompt to “I
want…” T continues to float and offer feedback on sentence
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structure.
Practice in meaningful context: focus on accuracy:
20 minutes

Worksheet.

Ss work

Ss work individually to match the sentences on their worksheet.

individually, then

For students who complete quickly, they can copy the sentences

check answers in

into their notebooks for extra handwriting practice. When most

pairs

of the class is finished, have students compare answers in pairs
or small groups. Go over the answers as a class.

10 minutes

Ball toss.

Large group

T says a weather vocab word; S with the ball needs to define it
using a relative construction. If S does not know the word, other
Ss can assist with creating the definition. S tosses the ball to
another person, and T gives a new word. Repeat until all students
have given 3-4 definitions.

40 minutes

Peer dictation.

One S in front of the

Ss volunteer to read a sentence while other students write it in

class at a time, end

their notebooks. Tell students that they will hear each sentence at

with T in front of the least three times. Remind the reader to read slowly and clearly.
class

Limit students to reading no more than 1-2 sentences (depending
on the number of students in class). When finished, have Ss
volunteer to write one of the sentences on the board. They cannot
write one that they read. When all sentences are on the board, go
over them as a class and make any necessary corrections.
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Break
Practice in meaningful context: focus on fluency:

40 minutes

Modified Balderdash.
T has a basket with cards with weather words. Tell the students it
is okay if they do not know all of the words. Put the Ss into two
teams. One team draws one of the words. Each team works
together to write a definition for the word. After about two
minutes (adjust depending on whether or not students are
struggling), T has a representative from each team read their
definition. T determines the winner based on grammar, creativity,
and/or accuracy. Answers should use relatives, e.g. if the word is
avalanche, a possible answer might be “snow that slides down a
mountain very fast.” Continue play with teams alternating
drawing vocab cards.

10 minutes

Chain Writing.

Ss work in groups

Ss work in groups of 5. Each S starts with a blank piece of paper.
S writes one sentence that begins with the following: “It was the
day that…” They complete the sentence, fold over the top of the
paper, and then pass it to the next student. S completes this
sentence: “There was a girl/boy who…” They then fold over the
top of the paper and pass it to the third S. S finishes this
sentence: “She met a girl/boy who…” Fourth S finishes this
sentence: “They had to defeat a monster that…” The fifth and
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final S finishes this sentence: “The outcome was something
that….” When all five Ss have finished their sentences, T collects
papers and reads the stories aloud.
Adapted from Busy Teacher.
20 minutes

Apples to Apples.

Ss work in groups of Use the weather vocabulary cards. Ss work in groups of 3-4.
3-4

Each S gets five cards, which they must link to another card
logically. On a S’s turn, he/she lays one of their cards face up on
the table. The other players must then choose one of the cards in
their hands that they think best connects with the one their
classmate played. Once everyone has laid down their cards,
players take turns explaining the connections between the cards
using relative clauses. For example, connecting “humidity” to
“meteorologist”: “a meteorologist is a person who tells us when
there is humidity.” The S who played the first card chooses
which connection he/she likes best, and the S who made it scores
a point.
Adapted from Busy Teacher.
Closure:

5 minutes

Exit ticket. Ss write down one of their Apples to Apples

Ss work individually sentences and hand it to T on their way out of class.
Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Weather
1. A breeze is wind _____
2. Winter is the season _____
3. Hail is rain _____
4. Chilly weather is weather _____
5. Humidity is _____
6. A tornado is wind _____
7. An umbrella is something _____
8. Sunscreen is lotion _____
9. A meteorologist is a person _____
10. A flood is _____

A. that protects our skin

E. that has turned into ice.

from the sun.

F. that is coldest.

B. when there is too much

G. that keeps the rain off of

water.

us.

C. that is not strong.

H. who tells us the weather.

D. when there is water in the

I. that spins very fast.

air.

J. that is a little cold.
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Dictation
1. I need a coat that is very warm.

2. A snowplow is a truck that moves snow.

3. January is the month that is coldest.

4. Gloves and mittens are clothes that warm your hands.

5. I have a scarf that is blue and red.

6. Rain is water that falls from the sky.

7. I need boots that can walk on ice.

8. Partly cloudy is when there is sun and clouds.
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Air conditioner

Avalanche

Below freezing

Blizzard

Breeze

Chilly

Clear

Cloudy

Drizzling

Drought

Flood

Flurries

Fog

Forecast
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Frostbite

Hail

Heat stroke

Humidity

Hurricane

Icy

Lightning

Mild

Overcast

Meteorologist

Partly cloudy

Precipitation

Rain

Rainbow
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Shower

Sleet

Snow

Sun

Sunburn

Sunscreen

Thunder

Tornado

Umbrella

Wind chill
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LESSON PLAN FOR SKILLS-BASED LESSON (READING AND WRITING): WEEK
2, LESSON 5: Food and Culture
Class description: 10-20 low-intermediate adult ESL students, primarily Somali speakers
and 1-4 from other language backgrounds (Hmong and Karen)
Class time: 3.5 hours
Objectives: Students will be able to:
Use relative clauses to describe food from Minnesota and their home countries
Materials and Equipment: Whiteboard and markers, copies of reading.

Times

Description of activities/actions

Roles/interactions

Activities
Instructions/ transitions/checking questions

5 minutes

Warm-up/review:

T in front of class

T: “What did you have to eat today?”
Pre-reading:

5 minutes

T: “Is the food in your country the same or different from the

T in front of whole

food in the United States?” Take answers from at least 4 different

class

students, with different home countries if possible.
Reading Task I:

5 minutes

Reading for main idea/skimming practice.

Ss work individually T asks Ss what the main idea of the reading is. Make sure they do
not give simply the topic – i.e. “Minnesota food.” Explain that
they should skim. T: “Skimming is when we don’t read every
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word, and we read very fast.” T narratives her own skimming
process as an example, as not reading word for word is difficult
for learners.
Reading Task II:
25 minutes

Ss read silently. Allow at least 15 minutes for independent

Ss work individually reading. T then reads aloud as Ss follow along, followed by Ss
repeating T, sentence by sentence, and concluding with a choral
reading. Discuss unknown vocabulary.
Reading Task III:
15 minutes

Reading for details/scanning practice.

Ss work individually T asks a serious of questions that can be found in the reading,
e.g. “How many apples did the University of Minnesota
develop?” Do not give the Ss longer than 30 seconds to find the
answer; the point is to practice scanning. T narrates her own
process as an example: “I know I’m looking for ‘University of
Minnesota,’ which is a long name and has capital letters. I don’t
need to read every word; I just look for those words because I
know the answer will be near them.” Repeat with 4-5 more
questions, asking Ss to explain how they found the answer.
Ask Ss to engage in some self-assessment around their process
by asking if they were success at finding the info and if there’s
anything they would change in the future to find the answers
faster.
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Reading Task IV:
15 minutes

Timed reading. In their pairs, Ss take turns reading. One S reads

Ss work in pairs

and the other S times them. The reader reads for one minute. At
the end of one minute, S stops and returns to the beginning and
reads again for another minute, trying to read a little bit more this
time. Each S should read at least 3 times. Ss help each other with
pronunciation, but remind Ss not to interrupt when the other is
reading.

20 minutes

Break
Pre-writing task:

10 minutes

T: “It’s your turn to write about the food in your home country.

Ss work individually First we will brainstorm, which means to think of ideas. In your
notebook, write three ideas.” T floats and assists.
Writing Task I:
5 minutes

Writing introductory paragraph.

Ss work individually T writes on board: “People in [home country] eat…” and has Ss
copy. T gives students a minute to complete the sentence on their
own, walks around and makes sure everyone understands.
Writing Task II:
25 minutes

Writing body paragraphs.

Ss work

T tells Ss they will write 3 paragraphs using the ideas they

independently

thought of. T then allows independent work time while Ss
continue writing. Remind Ss that they do not need to worry about
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grammar or spelling; just write as much as they can. Allow
ample writing time as some students do not have extensive
writing experience.
Writing Task III:
5 minutes

Write conclusion.
T: “We need to write one more paragraph. This paragraph is the
conclusion. That means it repeats the important information.” T
writes on board: “Food in [home country]…” Ss copy and
complete.

20 minutes

Self-editing.
T: “When we write, we check our work. Sometimes we make
mistakes. Read your essay and fix any mistakes you see. Ask me
if you have a question or need help with spelling.” T should give
Ss at least 10 minutes of independent work time so that they can
work on developing self-feedback and editing skills. After 10
minutes, T can float and assist. T can offer suggestions for things
that need correcting and guide Ss through the process. Reminder
to T to keep moving and only fix one thing per student.
Post-writing task:

15 minutes

Share with a partner. Ss pair up (with different L1s if possible)
and read their essays to each other. T reminds Ss that when their
partner is reading, they are silent. When each S has read his/her
essay to their partner, they should offer their thoughts. Things
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they liked, things that were interesting, questions they have.
25 minutes

Peer editing.
Ss exchange essays. T: “Read one time. No pencils. Just read.”
When Ss have read their partner’s essay through once, T instructs
them to read again and circle things that need to be fixed – wrong
spelling, wrong grammar. At this level, do not try to have Ss look
for structural issues; this is beyond their current writing skills.
Spelling and grammar is more concrete. Remind Ss not to make
the corrections for their partner; they should only circle any
problems. T floats and assists.

10 minutes

Revision.
Ss return essays to their partners. Ss go through their essays
looking for the circles and make corrections. They can ask their
partner for explanation and/or assistance. T continues to float and
help.

5 minutes

Closure
Self-evaluation. When finished, T asks students to write (at the
bottom of their essays) one thing they did well and one thing
they would like to improve. T collects the essays for reading.

Lesson template adapted from Craft et al., 2012.
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Food of Minnesota
People in Minnesota eat many different foods. Some foods that grow in
Minnesota are wild rice, blueberries, raspberries, blackberries, and hazelnuts. Because
Minnesota has many lakes, there are a lot of fish, such as trout and walleye. The Native
communities of Minnesota ate many of these foods before immigrants moved to the state.
Minnesota has immigrants from Scandinavia and Germany, and foods from these
cultures that are eaten in Minnesota include lefse, lutefisk, rosettes, gravlax, krumkake,
lingonberries, sausages, and sauerkraut.
Immigrants in Minnesota also come from Vietnam, Somalia, Laos, and Mexico,
and brought foods like cha-lua, summer rolls, cymbopogon, Thai basil, ginger, padek,
taquitos, tortillas, and poblanos.
Minnesota is also known for "hot dish," a type of casserole, and "jello salads.” At
the Minnesota State Fair many foods are offered "on a stick,” such as Pronto Pups and
deep-fried candy bars.
The University of Minnesota developed three new apples, the Haralson,
Honeycrisp, and very recently the Sweetango.

Adapted from Culture of Minnesota, Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture_of_Minnesota.
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APPENDIX C
Reference List
The following list of references was used when writing the preceding
curriculum. As all teachers know, the internet has made it much easier to access
new ideas for activities and materials. I encourage all teachers to search for new
activities and not be afraid to try something new, even if it takes learners a few
tries to get used to it.

Busy Teacher, http://busyteacher.org. Anyone may submit a worksheet, organized
into categories.
Google Images, https://images.google.com. The best place to find very specific
photos and pictures.
Minnesota Literacy Council, http://mnliteracy.org/tools/volunteer-esl-curriculum.
This curriculum is freely available to adapt for your own classroom.
One Stop English, http://www.onestopenglish.com. Similar to Busy Teacher, with
fewer worksheets but just as many activity ideas.
Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org and https://simple.wikipedia.org. Although it
is necessary to use caution when using Wikipedia as a source for facts, I
like it as a quick way to find articles that I can adapt myself to be written
in more learner-friendly language. The Simple English version can be
especially useful when making things accessible for learners.
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